
By Stephanie Wasek

Physicians and hospitals, it would seem, can 
complement each other in many ways that
would benefit both parties. For example, for

physicians, running an ASC is more difficult than
ever: Competition is stiff, regulatory and legal issues
are more complicated than ever, and the reimburse-
ment climate is difficult, to say the least. At the same
time, hospitals are looking to expand market share
and revenue streams, and their administrations have
expertise in managing facilities and navigating
bureaucracy. So what hampers such projects?

“All start out with varying levels of misunderstand-
ing and even some acrimony,” says Todd Flickema,
senior vice president of development and operations
at Surgical Management Professionals. 

But as the healthcare market becomes increasingly dif-
ficult to survive in, “We’re going to see more three-way
partnerships with hospital systems, physicians and
management companies,” says Kenny Hancock, the
chief development officer at Meridian Surgical
Partners. “It’s part of an evolution of thought, as it
relates to the administration of healthcare systems; you
absolutely have to have a motivated healthcare system
that recognizes the need to partner with physicians,
and vice versa. Otherwise, you waste a lot of time.”

So how can tensions be eased and true partnerships
formed so that physician-hospital joint-ventured
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By all accounts, GI as a specialty — and 
especially single-specialty GI ASCs — will
be hit the hardest by CMS’s restructuring

of the ASC payment system. But despite a 4.3 
percent average cut for GI procedures, the situa-
tion is not as dire as it may seem at first glance,
nor is it impossible to increase profitability in the
new market. 

“We performed a site-by-site analysis to determine
the impact at each facility,” says John Poisson, the
executive vice president at Physicians Endoscopy,
which works exclusively with GI-focused facilities.
“You really need to look at all your payers and not
just Medicare in determining what will be the real
impact on your center.” 

And according to Physicians Endoscopy’s calcula-
tions, “not taking into account payment increases
from non-governmental payers over the next couple
years, we’re seeing an impact of only about 1 percent
per year average reimbursement per procedure,” says
Mr. Poisson. For a center that does 11,000 proce-
dures annually (34 percent of them being Medicare
and commercial Medicare patients), the bottom-line
impact is only $60,000 total (see “Breaking Down
GI Cases”).

“That’s only three endoscopes in the grand scheme
of things,” he notes.

Based on Physicians Endoscopy’s analysis, Mr.
Poisson lists four key steps you can take to compen-
sate for the Medicare cuts’ estimated hit, and to help
increase the profitability of GI in your ASC.

1. Stay on top of third-party payors.
Looking first for ways to enhance your reimburse-
ment is a far more efficient route for boosting the
bottom line than trimming “fat” from operations or
supply costs, for example, could be. As a result,
examining your contract with third-party insurers is
a good place to start.

“In terms of managed care contracting, we haven’t
seen any negative from Medicare interpretation
from the private payors, so that has been encourag-
ing to date,” says Rodney H. Lunn, the CEO of

Surgical Health Group in Brentwood, Tenn. “If
you’re concerned about [private payors’ rates] going
down, I think looking at contracts for three years is
a wise decision. I think especially when you’re look-
ing at cuts from Medicare, it probably would be
smart to because I think ultimately there will be cost
pressure or payment pressure.”

He notes that it’s best to deal with contracts as they
expire, however.

“We haven’t had too much success between contract
periods,” says Mr. Lunn.

Mr. Poisson recommends renegotiating with non-
governmental payers every 18 to 24 months.

“The vast majority will provide rate increases,” he
says. “It may be 3 to 5 percent, though in some cases
up to 10 percent, but any rate increases will help off-
set increases in expenses and decreases in govern-
mental reimbursement.”

Any increase will help — just $15 more per proce-
dure equates to $105,000 pure profit in a center that
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Letter from the Editor

Only one-fourth of Medicare beneficiaries receive recommended
screenings for colorectal cancer since Medicare initiated coverage for
screening colonoscopies, according to an American Cancer Society

study printed in the association’s journal CANCER in January. The study
looked at a sample group of more than 150,000 Medicare beneficiaries.

While it’s not particularly good news that millions of older Americans are
missing out on potentially life-saving colonoscopies — and, it’s likely, so are
working-age people who have commercial insurance coverage — it does
show that there’s a large, untapped market for GI ASCs’ services.

“Not everybody’s compliant with getting their colonoscopies when they
reach the appropriate age,” says Rodney H. Lunn, the CEO of Surgical
Health Group in Brentwood, Tenn., “As a result, I think there are a whole
lot of people out there who need and could be having procedures done, but
who aren’t.”

Community outreach is one key to finding those patients and bringing
them into your center, says Mr. Lunn. The president of the ACG believes
improved reimbursement for these tests and payments to ASCs can help
strengthen access to screenings. (For tips on casting a wider net, increasing
reimbursement and more, see “Four Tips for Profitable Endoscopy in
ASCs,” which starts on the front page.)

“The good news is that colorectal cancer deaths are down, but marked dif-
ferences in the experience of colorectal cancer, its impact on quality of life,
and death rates are seen between whites and blacks, and between the 
uninsured, and even those with health coverage under Medicare and
Medicaid,” says Amy E. Foxx-Orenstein, DO, FACG, the president of the
American College of Gastroenterology. “The [ACG] is committed to
national policy changes to improve access to colorectal screening and
increased use of these proven prevention strategies, including reversing
Medicare’s massive cuts to reimbursement for these tests since the benefit
was first introduced, as well as to payments in ambulatory surgery centers
where many screening tests are performed.” 

GI as a whole, especially single-specialty GI ASCs, has been the hardest hit
by CMS’s restructuring of the ASC payment system, suffering a 4.3 percent
average cut per procedure. While it might seem counter-intuitive to bring in
more Medicare cases, adding even one of these underserved patients per day
can help make up for the cuts, according to calculations from John Poisson,
the executive vice president at Physicians Endoscopy. See how it all breaks
down — it’s not as bad as has been billed — on page 8.

In another spot of good news, Aetna has announced that it will delay indef-
initely its plans to institute a new policy under which it would cover moni-
tored anesthesia care only for high-risk patients. Critics of the policy change,
which was announced in December and had been slated to take effect April
1, said it would taken patient-care decision-making out of the hands of
physicians and restricted use of propofol, which they said would deter
patients from undergoing screening colonoscopies. Outcry from providers
and specialty societies prompted Aetna to wait until patient-friendly alter-
natives that do not require the added expense of an anesthesiologist become
available, the insurer said on its Web site. For the full story, see “GI Catches
a Break: Aetna Delays Controversial Sedation Policy,” on page 50.

Stephanie Wasek
stephanie@beckersasc.com or (484) 866-1292
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to get her or him more involved in your recruit-
ing efforts and other efforts.

• If you are building a surgery center or adding a
specialty or room, don’t do so unless there is a sig-
nificant margin of safety to ensure that, if results
don’t hit exactly as you want them to, you will
still do fine with the addition and the change.

4. Upcoming conferences. We have three
upcoming events that may also prove helpful for peo-
ple trying to understand how to better operate in
challenging times. These include a teleconference on
March 19, “Handling Complex Orthopedic Spine
Procedures in ASCs,” that offers CME credit; a con-
ference focused on orthopedic-driven ASCs from
June 19 to 21 at the Westin Michigan Avenue in
Chicago; and a conference hosted with the ASC
Association, “Improving Profitability and Business
and Legal Issues Related to Surgery Centers,” from
Oct. 23 to 25 at the Sheraton Hotel in Chicago. We
are expecting terrific turnouts for each of these events.

5. Scott Becker annual conflict of inter-
est disclosure. Scott Becker exclusively pro-
vides legal and counseling services through
McGuireWoods. He is not separately available for
hire. Mr. Becker over the years has provided counsel
to hundreds of physician-owned ASCs, served on the
boards of directors of a few companies in the ASC
business, served as general counsel to several manage-
ment and development companies, and has invested
directly in a small number of ASCs, owning very
small interests therein — usually 0.25 to 2 percent
(on the very high side). When Mr. Becker has invest-
ed in an ASC, he pays for any units in cash (he can-
not trade interests for advice or services of any sort),
he discloses it fully to the partners, and the partners
are advised to have independent counsel review and
negotiate the agreements. Mr. Becker does not seek
investment opportunities, nor does he own interests
in any management and development companies
with the exception of one (in which he owns a very
small amount) with a very limited focus that is gener-

ally not competitive with any
other management company
Mr. Becker works with on a 
regular basis. 

Should you have questions
about any of the issues raised in
this letter, please contact me 
at (312) 750-6016 or at 
sbecker@mcguirewoods.com.
We look forward to speaking
with you.

Very truly yours,

Scott Becker

Letter from the Editor

This is an interesting and challenging time in
the surgery center industry. There are a vari-
ety of trends that overall can affect surgery

centers in a negative way. There are also several steps
that an operator can take to help strengthen a 
surgery center. This letter briefly lays out certain of
the challenges facing the surgery center industry.
Then, it provides a few thoughts as to how one
ought to approach the challenges we are facing.

1. The surgery center industry remains
a tremendous industry. There are still situa-
tions in which the correctly planned centers, operat-
ed incredibly well, can still provide margins that are
outstanding and returns on investment that are ter-
rific. Surgery centers also continue to provide physi-
cians great efficiency and enhanced productivity,
while providing patients with a better and safer
alternative to most large mega hospitals. The surgery
center remains an outstanding type of healthcare
facility and also remains a potential profit center for
physicians and others.

2. Negative Trends. There are several negative
trends affecting the surgery center industry. These
include: (1) increased payor consolidation, which is
now leading to payors taking unilateral actions to
reduce reimbursement rates in some markets; (2)
increased payor pressure on out-of-network reim-
bursement and out-of-network practices, which
weakens a center’s hand in several ways, including
the ability to negotiate fair contracts with payors; (3)
state investigations of out-of-network practices; (4)
increased employment of individual physicians by
hospitals and the lessening of the pool of overall spe-
cialists available to be brought in to surgery centers;
(5) economic pressure on the government to reduce
the increase in healthcare spending; and (6) contin-
ued pressure on physician ownership and specialty
hospitals due in part to the negative leadership of
Sen. Charles Grassley (D-Iowa), Sen. Max Baucus
(D-Mont.) and Rep. Pete Stark (D-Calif.), and pres-

sure on physician ownership of ASCs in certain
states such as New Jersey.

3. Success tips. Surgery centers, despite these
negative trends, can take several different actions to
assure that they remain viable and strong in the face
of such situations. Certain of the actions a center
should examine include the following: 

• Move toward higher-acuity cases and higher-
reimbursement procedures to help offset some of
the losses in reimbursement in lower-acuity 
procedures.

• Make sure that, operationally, a center is operated
on a higher-efficiency basis, with an emphasis on
management of supplies, expenses and implant
costs (managing costs well is one of the best ways to
protect oneself from reimbursement reductions).

• Examine recruitment of additional physicians or,
in some cases, the merger of two centers into one.
Surgery centers remain a high-fixed-costs business.
Thus, we are seeing several mergers of surgery cen-
ters where two centers are looking to combine
their caseloads over one set of overall costs.

• Make management by objective and bench-
marking a constantly relentless effort at a surgery
center to help ensure that cost, reimbursement
and other indicators are brought into line with
desired results.

• Take actions to diversify payor mix, physician
mix, procedure mix and suppliers. For example,
we are seeing parties double their efforts to bring
in patients from afar, even from outside the
United States, and efforts to enter into contracts
with new networks.

• If an ASC has specific strengths such as great
relationships with a group of physicians, consid-
er other services you can provide with the group,
such as additional procedures, expanding into a
small hospital or other means to take advantage
of your current strengths. If you have an out-
standing director of nursing or administrator, try
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performs 7,000 procedures annually — but there’s
absolutely no reason to accept a decrease.

“We’re negotiating contracts and we are emphatic
about not allowing Medicare cuts to be transferred
over to third parties,” says Bergein “Gene” Overholt,
MD, FACP, MACG, of Gastrointestinal Associates
in Knoxville, Tenn., and a past-president of the
American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy
and the American Society of Outpatient Surgeons.
“They are trying and they are testing the water, and
we are just flat rejecting that approach. We won’t
discuss that. We’ll walk.

2. Bring in the cases. “If you can increase
your volume, that will go a long way to offset any
bottom-line discomfort,” says Mr. Lunn. There are
several areas to mine in order to ensure you’re getting
a maximum number of cases referred to your center.

“Not everybody’s compliant with getting their
colonoscopies when they reach the appropriate age.
As a result, I think there are a whole lot of people
out there who need and could be having procedures
done, but who aren’t. You need to make sure your
physicians are doing everything they can to recruit
new physicians or bring more volume into the cen-
ter. In-servicing your primary care physicians to
make them aware and community awareness pro-
grams are both important.”

For example, he says, “a lot of women go almost
exclusively to their GYNs. Are these physicians fully
aware that maybe their patients need to have 

screening colonoscopy done? That might be an area
that is neglected in terms of education from a colon
cancer standpoint.”

The schedulers in the physicians’ practices are 
possibly the biggest factor in bringing in cases to
your ASC, so it’s important to network with them
and make their lives as easy as possible, especially if
the physicians are utilizers but not owners.

“Provide schedulers with a script that lists what to
say and where to say it. The schedulers truly want to
do a good job, but it’s very easy to fall back into
scheduling patients at the hospital because it’s less
work and less challenging,” says Mr. Poisson. “We
encourage the physicians to monitor the scheduler’s
interactions with patients frequently in the first few
months — you need to trust they are doing what
they’ve been asked to do, however, verification by
management is critical.”

Further, it’s key that you communicate with sched-
ulers (and their physicians) the importance of early
notice of vacations or other planned time off that
might leave blocks open in the future. Physicians
Endoscopy has found that the success rate of filling
a block with at least 30 days’ advance notice is
greater than 85 percent in its partnered centers; it’s
less than 15 percent for less than 48 hours’ heads up.
Estimating average reimbursement of $500 per case,
leaving one room open for just one day costs an
ASC $7,500; one open block weekly for a year costs
$390,000 in revenue, says Mr. Poisson. He advises
using a three-step open-slot process that highly

involves the schedulers at the physicians’ offices to
help fill every patient block within each daily 
physician block.

• Patients evaluated in office are scheduled 
normally for a procedure in the ASC and asked 
if they wish to be placed on a priority list if avail-
ability in the physician’s schedule arises within 
the next three weeks.

• Patients who are evaluated by phone are also 
both scheduled normally and asked about 
priority list placement.

• If a patient slot opens up in any physician 
block at the ASC within four business days, 
patients on the priority list are contacted until 
one fills the gap. 

Adding just one incremental case to each room daily
works out to more than 750 annually for the typical
three-room ASC — about $375,000 in revenue
annually. This is a way the schedulers can contribute
to one of the biggest contributors to profitability —
utilization — and much can be done on the ASC
side as well.

3. Assess room utilization. This is a very
important decision the board needs to make regard-
ing what it will and won’t require of utilizing physi-
cians and physician-owners alike.

“[To keep up with the Medicare cuts], we are 
planning to enhance business as usual,” says Dr.
Overholt. “That means being sure that our volumes

Four Tips for Profitable Endoscopy in ASCs (continued from page 1)
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are high, scheduling properly to fill block times and
being sure people start on time. We don’t tolerate
tardiness and we want people on task.”

The difficulty is that, in GI, physicians by and large
want morning blocks — but you’re paying for the
room, whether it’s full or sits empty, all day.

“We tend to see very high utilization rates in rooms
in the morning, typically greater than 95 percent,”
says Mr. Poisson. “But in the afternoon it often
plummets to the mid-70s. Yes, it’s hard to ask a
patient on NPO to come in at 3:30; however, it’s
very important to examine whether you’re running
rooms at lower utilization for physicians’ conven-
ience or because you don’t have the cases.”

When approaching utilization issues in your center,
honestly determine whether you are already high-
utilization or have room for improvement, based on
these criteria:

• performing 3,000 to 3,500 procedures a year 
per room;

• performing 12 to 16 procedures per room per 
day between 7:30 a.m. and 3 p.m.;

• meeting a utilization rate of 95 percent in the 
morning; and

• meeting a utilization rate of 80 percent in 
the afternoon.

For those centers in which all rooms are being utilized
to a large degree each day — in other words, the
minority of centers — you’re not a victim of your
own success.

“If you happen to be well-utilized, you have the 
ability to make the decision to not bring certain pay-
ors into the mix,” says Mr. Poisson. “Have physi-
cians take the less-profitable cases to the hospital or
another venue. For example, the Medicare codes for
screening, which took the biggest hit, that’s the first
thing I pull out of our fully utilized centers. If you
know a particular patient is just a simple screening,
and you have the option of filling that slot with a
payor that’s more profitable, you should do that.” 

The second kind of center, those with potential for
greater utilization, are those running under the 90
or 95 percent mark, and that’s where most fall. The
good news: You likely have opportunities for
improvement.

“It’s just a matter of coming up with what works for
your center, or even physician by physician,” says
Mr. Poisson.

On the center level, one example of a fix is slightly
overbooking the schedule.

“You can usually count on one or two patients either
canceling or not showing, so knowing that, you can
double-book and add one or two patients beyond
the slots available,” he says. By doing so, “nine times
out of 10, if you’ve got 15 patient slots for a given
room that day, you end up with 15 actually showing
up. When all 17 do show up, in my experience, it
doesn’t cause a bump; staff and physicians step up to
that challenge and meet it.”

Don’t be afraid to customize physicians’ blocks if
they work at different speeds — especially if it
means enhancing utilization. 

“Most centers book each physician a 30-minute
patient block, but there are just some physicians
who are faster at the same level of quality,” says Mr.
Poisson. “There’s nothing to say that, for certain
faster physicians, you couldn’t book 20-minute
blocks. The ability to add one procedure per room
per day adds up to tremendous additional profits by
the end of the year.”

You must ensure that relative staffing levels in
admitting and recovery permit these moves, of
course; “the No. 1 objective always has to be patient
safety,” he says. “I’m a big believer that patient safe-
ty and quality medicine can be mutually inclusive
with profitability.”

4. Undertake quality initiatives. “High
quality just improves the product of endoscopy,”
says Dr. Overholt. “Not just how you perform it,
but it also improves patient satisfaction scores and
physician satisfaction scores.”

Further, when you track quality indicators, you can
put the performance data to use as a bargaining chip
with insurers.

“Some centers, with certain payors, have arrange-
ments where, for example, on a quarterly basis, they
will provide quality reporting to the insurer and get
a reimbursement increase for meeting specific 
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targets,” says Mr. Poisson. “An extra 5 percent in
reimbursement, that translates to a lot of dollars.”

Within your center, you can use quality tracking to
detect inefficiencies and devise methods for
improvement that will produce savings that go
directly to the bottom line, says Sean Benson, the
vice president of consulting and co-founder of
Provation Medical, which makes procedure docu-
mentation software. As an example, he cites Central
Bucks Specialists in Doylestown, Pa., was suffering
from inconsistent room turnover that caused sched-
uling problems and resultant frustration on all sides.

“When we tried to get to the bottom of the prob-
lem we got myriad answers,” says Zvi Weinman,
MBA, the administrator of Central Bucks, which
performs 8,000 GI procedures annually. “The staff
thought it was caused by the physicians, the physi-
cians thought it was caused by the staff, and occa-
sionally, everyone thought it was caused by the anes-
thesiologists.”

Mr. Weinman was able to have hard data in hand
that allowed him to analyze the problem objectively
by tracking quality indicators: arrival to patient in
room; patient in room to time-out; time-out to
scope-in; scope-in to scope-out; scope-out to recov-
ery start; recovery start to discharge; and polypecto-
my rate. Two areas stood out.

• Time-out to scope-in time. Five of six practicing
physicians, were averaging within minutes of one

another; the sixth was averaging close to 20 min-
utes longer than the others per procedure. The
discrepancy was due to his conscious sedation
practice: “Rather than giving a big bolus up front,
he was doing a little at a time, and onset of the
anesthetic took markedly longer as a result,” says
Mr. Benson. “When he was able to see the differ-
ence his conscious sedation practices were having
on his procedure times, and that what his peers
were doing wasn’t affecting outcomes adversely,
he changed practice.”

• Scope-in time to scope-out time. Four of six doc-
tors averaged within minutes of one another for
scope time. One took markedly longer, and another
was significantly shorter. It was not a matter of qual-
ity, but rather a matter of practice preference. For
the physician who took longer, “they just scheduled
his procedures for an extra 15 minutes each, and
built it into the schedule,” says Mr. Benson. “That
way, the staff could anticipate, and backups for his
patients were eliminated.” 

The faster physician opted to slow his scope with-
drawal to ensure greater consistency and better
adhere to identified GI best practices.

Some good news is that “GI is clearly out in front of
every other specialty with regards to quality
improvement,” says Mr. Benson. “There are a lot of
things going on in the world of GI QI, thanks to the
ASGE and ACG getting together to create a QI
pilot study that captures 80 data points for each

colonoscopy (download it: http://www.asge.org/
WorkArea/downloadasset.aspx?id=3386). For day-
to-day practice, this needs to be distilled down to a
handful, but it’s helpful that efforts in this area
are so thorough.”

(For more on GI and QI, see “Are You Ahead of the
GI QI Curve?” on page 10.)

Stick to basics
“The best ways to enhance profitability are by look-
ing at fundamentals; there’s nothing really new here,”
says Mr. Poisson. “It’s just a reminder that, to run a GI
ASC, you really need to be an efficiency expert.”

Further, the four-year phase-in will help offset
declining Medicare reimbursements, especially 
in GI.

“Reimbursement is clearly going down,” says Mr.
Poisson. “But you can’t look at it in a vacuum; if
you do, the situation is horrible. The average cen-
ter’s cases are two-thirds non-governmental pay-
ors. If you integrate Medicare payments with the
rest of your payer mix, the situation is not nearly
as Draconian as has been broadcasted.”

Contact Stephanie Wasek at stephanie@
beckersasc.com. Rob Kurtz (rob@beckersasc.com)
contributed to this report.
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3 More Ways to Enhance Profits
• New lines of service. “For those centers that are underutilized, there is the
ability to add pain or lumps and bumps or things like that,” says John Poisson, the
executive vice president at Physicians Endoscopy. “If you have the capabilities, you
can use procedure rooms for these.”

You might also look into adding ancillary services, says Bergein “Gene” Overholt,
MD, FACP, MACG, of Gastrointestinal Associates in Knoxville, Tenn.

“We are investigating the possibility of implementing new revenue streams,” 
he says. “Pathology is the big one, but there are also imaging centers and labs —
a new [service line] is the possibility of adding a pharmacy dispensing 
GI medications.”

• Cut repair costs. “Is there any way to cut your repair costs, which can add
$4 or $5 to a procedure just on scope maintenance and repair?” asks Rodney
Lunn, the CEO of Surgical Health Group. If you find that maintenance costs eat
up a large portion of the budget for equipment that is fairly new, you should look
at how staff are handling the instruments and determine whether they are
employing proper handling and reprocessing techniques.

“Are scopes tested for leaks before they are submerged, for example,” says Mr.
Lunn. “There are procedures that people can go through to determine whether
you have a leak, so you can have it repaired before it damages the scope. A lot of
people will buy used scopes and find that their maintenance costs are higher and
you’re better off just buying newer equipment because your maintenance costs
are down. You spend a little bit more on the front end but you’re able to save and
have better material to work with.

• Examine supply costs. Dr. Overholt cites his facility’s membership with
a GPO as a key factor in saving on supplies, but also notes that there are steps
you can take within the facility to save. 

“We are controlling supply costs, within reason,” says Dr. Overholt.
“Standardization of items such as gowns, gloves, and masks, and those types of
supplies where physician preference often differs but quality doesn’t, lets you
control your costs more effectively. We make our physicians aware that supply
costs are a critical element; we just point out that everybody’s little variations that
they like, even though they like them and it would be nice to do for everybody,
drives costs up. They get involved in this aspect, and peer pressure to 
standardize helps bring costs down.”

Breaking Down GI Payments

According to Physicians Endoscopy’s calculations, which don’t take into 
account any cost-of-living increases that may later be built into payments,

there’s only a $7 per-procedure average difference.

• 2007: $446 is the average per-procedure reimbursement across GI procedures
• 2008: $441
• 2009: $439
• 2010: $437
• 2011: $439

“That’s why case-costing is so important,” says John Poisson, the executive vice
president at Physicians Endoscopy. “Say the center is doing 30 procedures a day,
you’re down $170. If you’re able to schedule just one more patient in that day
over your typical utilization, you’re up.

“The profit-drivers in ASCs are always volume and utilization, those are always
the biggest bang for you buck. No. 2 is the payer rates, third tier is expenses. Get
the right staff, don’t overstaff. Then you can focus on things like extending scope
life, better purchasing power with a GPO, things of that nature.”
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Facility Profile:
Overcoming Adversity to
Build Case Volumes

Heading into 2006, the Michigan Endoscopy
Center in Farmington Hills, Mich., was com-

ing off a year in which it had performed 16,300
cases, a 70/30 mix of lower and upper GI, respec-
tively, in its three procedure rooms and three ORs.
In the middle of 2006, one of the original physician
members, who had contributed more than 1,000
procedures annually, moved his practice out of state
mid-year. Michigan Endoscopy Center managed to
still perform 16,100 cases, but needed ways to fill
the gap in ’07. Then, it got even tougher: The 
equivalent of one full-time physician was lost for
nearly half the year due to maternity leave and 
back surgery. 

Despite being down a physician-and-a-half for
2007, Michigan Endoscopy Center managed to not
simply hold steady, but to top the previous two
years’ volumes and perform a record 16,500 proce-
dures. And the 5-year-old facility is on track to do
17,000 in 2008.

How did Michigan Endoscopy Center do it?

For one thing, demand is higher than ever for GI
procedures, and Michigan Endoscopy Center
looked to its coalition of 17 physicians from five off-
site practices to fill the space. 

“We were proactive in repackaging available block
time to the physicians,” says Brien Fausone, MA,
MBA, the administrator of Michigan Endoscopy
Center. “One of our busy physicians who was on
medical leave assigned his patients to one of the
junior physicians, which helped preserve some of
the volume fallout. Several of the physicians picked
up additional days during the five months of open
block time.”

In smaller practices, adding another physician might
be an option. According to Physicians Endoscopy’s
data, credentialing just one additional qualified
physician with the ability to perform 500 proce-
dures annually in an existing, profitable GI
endoscopy ASC can generate $250,000 in collec-
tions a year at a very high profit margin.

That would easily cover the losses incurred by
CMS’s restructuring of the ASC payment system.
Increasing the ability to perform procedures is one
of the major steps Mr. Fausone started preparing last
year in an effort to take the sting out of the Medicare
GI cuts.

“As a result of the success of offering additional
block time and in anticipation of the Medicare
reimbursement cuts, the board of managers decided
to make the capital investment in opening an addi-
tional procedure room late in Q4 of 2007,” he says.
“We opened the additional procedure room to give
those physicians who had maximized their current

block time additional opportunities to scope at
MEC. This additional procedure room provides an
additional 50 potential cases a week, bumping our
daily capacity to 90 cases per day.”

On a more macro scale, Mr. Fausone credits an 
“all-star team of employees, both clinical and 
non-clinical,” as the driver that allows the physicians
to chalk up the large volumes.

“Most of our clinical staff were personally recruited
by our physicians when we opened five years ago,
and we make a conscious effort to recruit nurses and
techs who will fit our busy ASC,” he says. “Most of
our clinical staff have many years of experience in GI
or surgery and have worked side-by-side with our
physicians over many years. This allows our staff to
anticipate the needs of the physicians and provide
individualized attention based on each physician’s
surgical preferences.”

To reward staff for their efforts, “We also provide
quarterly bonuses to our staff for various quarterly
benchmarks, including quality, patient satisfaction
and billing error rates,” says Mr. Fausone. “This is a
confirmation from the physician-owners as to the
importance of the team in the overall success 
of MEC.”

— Stephanie Wasek
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Are You Ahead of 
the GI QI Curve?

Nearly nine in ten (88 percent) gastroenterolo-
gists either currently capture quality indicator

data or plan to do so in the next two years, accord-
ing to a January 2008 independent, national sur-
vey of gastroenterologists commissioned by
ProVation Medical and Caris Diagnostics. Of
those surveyed who collect QI data, majorities
cited scope withdrawal time (62 percent) and rate
of adenomatous polyp detection (52 percent) as
indicators they capture most frequently. 

“Scope withdrawal time and adenoma detection are
the two biggest indicators, but there’s a little bit of
subtlety when looking at those data,” says Sean
Benson, the vice president of consulting and co-
founder of ProVation Medical. “Scope withdrawal is
a poor proxy for what physicians really want, which
is adenoma detection rate, but you kind of have to
look at them together to really get a good under-
standing. Rate of reaching the cecum, patients’ ASA
classifications, and quality of prep for colonoscopy,
are also discussed as important factors to track.”

Here are a few more key points from the QI study
on what gets tracked, where, by whom, and how the
data is used by gastroenterology facilities:

• More than eight in 10 of the gastroenterologists
surveyed capture intraprocedure and post-

procedure QI data (84 percent and 83 percent,
respectively), compared to 61 percent who cap-
ture pre-procedure data.

• While 64 percent of these gastroenterologists use
QI data for comparison purposes, only 4 percent
provide QI data to their patients.

• Eighty percent of those who use QI data for com-
parison purposes are comparing their practice to
national benchmarks, and 64 percent use the data to
compare physicians within the facility.

• Of those who currently capture QI data, other uses
include research (24 percent), marketing (14 per-
cent), negotiation of payor contracts (12 percent),
pay-for-performance reimbursement (9 percent),
and sharing with referring physicians (9 percent).

• The typical gastroenterologist surveyed is most likely
to work in a group practice (49 percent); use a 
combination of hospitals and physician-owned
ASCs/endoscopy centers to perform procedures; make
use of hospital-based pathology labs (69 percent) and
offer open-access endoscopy (63 percent), in which
patients are scheduled without prior consultation.

• On average, gastroenterologists in this study perform
45 percent of their procedures in a hospital, 34 percent
in a physician-owned or partially physician-owned ASC
or endoscopy center, and 8 percent in an office setting.

• Though 43 percent of gastroenterologists who col-
lect QI data use procedure-based software to do so,

82 percent overall consider it the preferred method
to capture the data.

“To give you an idea of how important QI is becom-
ing, CMS issued the PQRI — about 75 different
data elements across all specialties — in July, offering
to increase reimbursement by 1.5 percent in return
for facilities that capture, report and meet quality
benchmarks,” notes Mr. Benson. “A lot of those data
are focused on general practitioners, but there has
been a lot of talk in the ASC space about CMS’s
coming out with new data elements to report on for
an extra 2 percent in reimbursement. It could hap-
pen as soon as 2009, but even if it’s delayed, this is
what the future holds.”

ProVation Medical provides procedure documenta-
tion software that tracks QI and supports several
medical facilities currently participating in a nation-
al QI tracking study currently led by two major gas-
troenterological societies. Caris Diagnostics is a
national, GI sub-specialized anatomic pathology
laboratory that has developed the capability to cap-
ture and report discrete pathology diagnoses, such as
the number of adenomatous polyps, with procedure
documentation systems like ProVation MD. The
two organizations combined their competencies to
support this research effort. The survey was 
conducted by Renaissance Research from Jan. 8 to
16; it was completed by 182 gastroenterologists.

— Stephanie Wasek
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8 New GI Products to Know

Radial Jaw 4 Biopsy Forceps
Boston Scientific
(888) 272-1001
www.bostonscientific.com
FYI: The Radial Jaw 4 Biopsy Forceps’ new jaw
design and micro-mesh tooth configuration pro-
vide larger and more consistent samples without
the need to use large-channel therapeutic endo-
scopes. These single-use forceps are also engi-
neered for precise sample identification and
enhanced passability through tortuous anatomy
and are ideally suited for surveillance biopsies of
Barrett’s esophagus or inflammatory bowel dis-
eases due to the increased jaw size and the ability
to fit down a 3.2mm working channel. 

CRE Fixed Wire 
& Wireguided Balloon Dilators
Boston Scientific
(888) 272-1001
www.bostonscientific.com
FYI: The CRE Fixed Wire Balloon Dilator’s round-
ed shoulders facilitate visualization while dilating,
and give physicians the ability to dilate to three dis-
tinct diameters with only one pass of the catheter.
The balloon produces high pressures at each diame-
ter and deflates rapidly. Incorporating features from
the Fixed Wire Balloon, the Wireguided also
includes a preloaded guidewire that facilitates place-
ment within tight strictures and tortuous anatomy.
In addition, it may reduce procedure time.

Environ-mate DM6000 Series
MD Technologies
(800) 201-3060
www.mdtechnologies.com
FYI: The Environ-mate DM6000-2 Series
Suction-Drain system’s compact, wall-mounted
unit collects fluids directly from the suction field

and disposes directly to the sanitary sewer, pro-
viding fluid waste management for endoscopy
and preventing exposure to suctioned fluids and
reduces expensive disposable supplies. The unit
has two independent suction inputs for EGD,
ERCP and bronchoscopy procedures, or offers
back-up suction in single-field procedures, such
as colonoscopies. An optional fluid totalizer
records fluid volume aspirated.

Endo Capsule
Olympus America
(800) 645-8160
www.enteropro.com
FYI: The Endo Capsule offers high-resolution, a
wider field of view and an enhanced depth of view,
automatic brightness control, advanced color
reproduction and structure enhancement when
imaging the small bowel. A portable, lightweight
real-time viewer conveniently lets physicians verify
the device is fully functional before ingestion, and
the capsule can easily be activated or deactivated to
conserve battery power. The hands-free, comfort-
able harness lets patients conduct normal activities
while the capsule records images.

EPK-i Digital Image Processor
Pentax Medical
(800) 431-5800
www.pentaxmedical.com
FYI: The EPK-i features high-resolution, progres-
sive-scan still imagery and video. Since it is built
on computing technology, the digital EPK-i
images can be filtered (at the touch of a button
for surface, contrast and tone enhancements),
giving doctors varying views of vascularity and
surface irregularities that may increase rates of
problematic tissue detection. The EPK-i can
record and report procedure timestamps that can
be analyzed and benchmarked for improving unit
efficiencies and lab flow management. 

90 i-Flex Endoscopes
Pentax Medical
(800) 431-5800
www.pentaxmedical.com
FYI: The ergonomically engineered 90 i-FLEX
endoscopes, give physicians increased capabilities for
problematic tissue detection and increased maneu-
verability and intraoperative patient comfort. The
90i i-FLEX boasts 1 megapixel diction power for still
and image video capture, the highest resolution on
the market. All i-FLEX models are built on the rev-
olutionary, three-phase PENTAX “Cecum Finder”
variable graduated stiffness scope platform, resulting
in up to nearly 25 percent faster times to the cecum.
With significantly improved engineering in illumi-
nation, accessory and air/water channels (including a
powerful forward water jet) — without increasing
the tip diameter, the 90 i-FLEX scopes provide
unparalleled productivity and patient care. 

Endo-Ease Discovery
Spirus Medical
(781) 297-7220
www.spirusmed.com
FYI: The single-use Endo-Ease Discovery SB has a
115cm working length to aid advancement through
the small bowel with gentle rotation. The spiral nat-
urally follows the lumen of the small bowel as it is
rotated with gentle forward pressure and offers the
option to stabilize the small bowel at any point the
physician chooses while the scope is independently
advanced. The Discovery lightly connects to an exist-
ing pedi-colonoscope and rotates independently to
preserve visual perspective. 

SDC Ultra
Stryker Endoscopy
(800) 624-4422
www.stryker.com
FYI: The SDC Ultra is the first HD Capture Device
for minimally invasive surgery with the ability to cap-
ture video in native HD format. The unit features an
intuitive user interface, two channels of video inputs,
patient scheduling and DVD and USB burning for-
mats. The SDC Ultra can support a broad spectrum
of surgeons using HD recording and Dual Channel
Video input support, while offering simple, effective
image and video capture for archiving purposes.

To advertise in or subscribe to 
the ASC Review, please call 

(800) 417-2035.
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ASCs can flourish? Here are four tips from the
experts on making this model succeed.

1. Understand the parties’ commitment.
“There must be a common goal for success,” says
Tom Mallon, the CEO and founder of Regent
Surgical Health. “The worst thing that can happen
is having a hospital in the project under duress and
doing everything it can to kill the project from the
beginning.  You must assess the hospital’s motiva-
tion and willingness to join a project.”

Bill Southwick, the president and CEO of
Healthmark Partners, agrees.

“On the physician side, you need to understand if
the hospital is undertaking the project as part of an
offensive or defensive strategy,” he says. “If it’s offen-
sive, they’re likely looking forward to it and solidly
committed from day one. If its defense only, there’s
sometimes not a commitment on the front end,
which can strain the very same physician relation-
ships they may be trying to preserve.”

It’s not that a deal can’t get done if the strategy is
defensive, just that it usually will take more work on
the front end to get both parties on the same page. 

“Find compatible partners — those on physician
side who can do a good job representing the physi-
cians’ interests in a constructive, non-combative
way, and those from the hospital that are also well-
respected by the medical staff and have a good deal

of experience with physician relationships — and
have them be the lead players and be dedicated 
to driving the process forward,” advises Mr.
Southwick. “It’s important to get the baggage (i.e.
the must haves and the can’t-live-withs within the
deal), so to speak, on the table quickly, and without
unpleasant meetings or hard feelings that delay and
can cause further division.”

Adds David Hall, the chairman of Titan Health
Corporation: “If you don’t have a relationship, you
don’t get a deal structured. I’ve been in a lot of situ-
ations where the relationship with the hospital and
surgeons has the potential of becoming increasingly
contentious and our involvement as a third party
expert provides the bridge needed to craft a success-
ful venture. There’s a lot of money at stake, and both
doctors and the hospital have their reputations at
stake with those who refer to them and in the com-
munity at large. It’s a big decision, no doubt. That’s
why you must establish trust.”

2. Acknowledge each others’ strengths
and needs.
One good way to do that is to understand what each
party brings to the table, and what each needs to get
out of the deal. 

Hospitals first and foremost need to understand the
types of cases that are in the pro forma, so they can
budget for their surgical departments.

“It will be somewhat cannibalistic to their business,

Hospital-Physician Joint-Ventures: Current Tips for Success (continued from page 1)

and they need to think about staffing, how to deal
with the change in volumes, those kind of backside
repercussions,” says Mr. Southwick. “It’s reasonable
that the physicians should understand the financial
repercussions to the hospital of any decision before
moving forward.”

At the same time, the hospital should not begrudge
physicians for wanting to establish a center or be too
quick to perceive cherry-picking by physicians in the
cases they will bring to the center.

“Yes, it happens to some extent, but the ASC will
still take all comers,” says Mr. Southwick. “The
practice patterns of some physicians may need to
change, flexibility in surgical scheduling is an impor-
tant early issue to address so as to avoid challenges
later and ensure a successful partnership.”

Physicians need to have input into the design
process of the facility, and in the capital and gover-
nance structures, says Mr. Southwick.

“They need to not be outsiders coming in, but
rather insiders from the get-go,” he notes.

“A lot of physicians say they just need efficiency, so
they can make it through all of the requirements of
their surgical day,” says Mr. Flickema. “Others just
want to have dinner with their families and catch the
last inning of the T-ball game. It’s a lifestyle choice.”

In either case, control is often at the fore 
for surgeons. 
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“While some physicians would like to augment
their incomes, they want even more, to get control
of their time,” he says. “Because that’s their most
precious resource — their issue is, how can they get
control of their schedule, and do two cases or more
in one hour at the ASC versus two in five hours at
the hospital? From my perspective, it is rarely an
economic issue for physicians in and of itself.”

Because hospitals are focused on the whole realm of
healthcare activities in a different type of regulatory
environment, they may tend to view out patient
focused surgeons as a small — albeit significant —
part of their overall business strategy, says Mr. Hall.
A hospital needs to understand that the advantages
of a partnership with surgeons extends beyond the
outpatient surgery center and can serve broader
strategic objectives such as expanding a hospitals
market footprint in both geography and service. 

“Hospitals have historically had a hard time with
manpower reports — that they’re going to need X
orthopedic surgeons, X general surgeons — and
physicians have been reluctant to recruit others
because they may feel they’re helping cut up the pie
and diminishing income,” says Mr. Flickema. “The
ASC can help convince physicians that a surgeon
they recruit will be somebody who works at the 
center and brings in cases, and they become more
engaged with those manpower recruiting reports.”
Further, a good relationship between a hospital
and physicians is a powerful recruiting tool for
the community.

“Especially in a metropolitan community, aligning
in a joint-venture ASC project with independent
physicians and in some cases even employed physi-
cians has the ability to sway physicians to feel like,
‘This hospital is my partner, and I’m going to help
them,’” says Mr. Flickema. “[The partner hospital]
is where higher-acuity-level outpatients and inpa-
tients are going to go, and whose specialists are
going to get referrals.

“The hospital will win almost every race it runs with
its competitors for physician loyalty because of the
positive relationships created.”

A strong partnership in which physicians, now run-
ning their own center and seeing the impact of capi-
tal equipment on the bottom line, can also help end
the game hospitals and physicians play when it
comes to such purchases: Physicians ask for far more
than they need, knowing they’re probably not going
to get it; hospitals assume physicians are asking for
too much and trim the list. In the end, physicians
generally get what they do need, but this chicken-
and-egg situation — did outlandish requests or
assumptions of excess come first? — is not collabora-
tive and doesn’t contribute to a positive relationship.

“Once in a joint-venture ASC, however, when they
sit down to buy equipment, they prioritize and
come to reasonable conclusions pretty quickly with-
out the gamesmanship,” says Mr. Flickema. “It can
be a wonderful catalyst for other equipment and
supply issues at the hospital as well. For example,
there might be an implant the hospital is currently

buying from three companies and can’t negotiate
very good prices on; eight surgeons from the joint-
venture ASC will say, ‘You’re right, let’s start looking
and see if we can’t shrink to two or one and get some
bargaining power for controlling costs.’ It makes
some of those other things physicians might not
have contemplated before come to the forefront.”

The big question surgeons have, says Mr. Hall, is,
“What does the hospital bring to the table?” 

Plenty, say the experts.

“One-third of our projects have hospital partners,
and these are some of the most successful,” says Mr.
Mallon. “The hospital gives a sense of stability and
validation to the project. These are often on the
campus, which is more convenient [for physicians].
Hospitals want to build bridges to their medical
staffs in any way they can to enlist their help in con-
trolling costs and increasing efficiency.” 

Mr. Flickema lists several fronts on which the hospi-
tal can be a boon from the physician perspective:

• If there’s a contract negotiation problem, the
hospital might “get involved and say, ‘This is an
extension of our business,’ even if it doesn’t do
the negotiating itself.”

• The hospital and ASC can coordinate on supplies
to leverage buying power for both entities. 

• The hospital’s presence can help politically within
the community. “While there is sometimes a 
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misunderstanding regarding the for profit status of a surgical center,” he says,
“when the hospital is a partner, that aspect seems to be better understood. The
hospital can bring legitimacy to the venture that may be characterized differently
if a partnership doesn’t exist. If the hospital is aligned, it’s easier to understand by
some that this is what’s best for the community.”

• The hospital’s resources and presence can facilitate the process in states that
require obtaining a certificate of need.

• Competitiveness with the hospital that might otherwise be counterproductive
can be eased. “They don’t have to think, ‘Who’s watching my back?’” says Mr.
Flickema. “Most physicians I know went into medicine for a love of science and
a compassion for human beings, and they got swept up in politics and business.
Diminishing competitiveness between hospital and physicians because of a
good working center is very attractive.”

There will likely always be, on some level, the feeling that the two sides have dis-
parate interests, but “as we talk about the future of the center, the gap shrinks,”
says Mr. Flickema. “They are surprised for a minute, then it just makes sense to
them that they should have many of the same goals and priorities. The tension
diminishes even more once the center opens, and they see it works and that every-
one is pulling in the same direction.”

With healthcare dollars increasingly limited, it’s easy to look at a for-profit entity
like an ASC and paint it as pure greed. It’s also easy for the parties involved to view
it as a money-maker, an investment like a stock or bond. On both sides, that’s the
one mistake you can’t afford to make.

“One of our mantras is that, if you’re only going to do this to make money, you’re
probably going to fail,” says Mr. Flickema. “If you work to elevate the science,
increase efficiencies, enhance quality and improve lifestyle, you and the hospital
partner will be successful.”

3. Establish a plan everyone can stick to.
There are several major components to this.

• Define a timeframe. “The initial coming together to form a partnership creates
a lot of excitement on the physician side,” says Mr. Southwick. “But hospitals are
larger, and there are bureaucratic processes required before an ASC project can
really get rolling. That’s understandable to us as third-party managers, but it’s
harder for physicians to understand, so we try to set realistic expectations of how
long each step is going to take — and make sure things stay on track. Delays can
be an irritant to physicians, or they might suspect that the hospital doesn’t want
to do it; that’s usually not the case, so the timeframe must be laid out up front.”

• Agree on location. There are several considerations, and both on-campus and
off-campus ASCs offer their own benefits and drawbacks.

An off-campus location might “pose the opportunity for other physicians in the
marketplace who may not be owners in the ASC to own the real estate, which can
unite the complicated politics of a medical community, especially in smaller towns
where the need for physician participation is greater,” says Mr. Southwick.
Further, “many hospitals have been at the same location for a long time, which
may not be where a new growth corridor is. An off-campus location can serve
both physician and patient convenience by being closer to where people work and
live for added convenience, or can help the hospital expand into new markets and
capture new physicians who may not be part of the core medical staff.”

However, one major consideration is that, “unless the ASC is within 200 yards of
the hospital campus, the ASC and hospital can’t share a contracting relationship,”
reminds Mr. Hall. 

“And, in some communities, surgeon offices are mostly located on the hospital
campus, and they want to be within walking distance to the ASC,” says Mr.
Southwick. “Convenience for physicians will dictate volumes and, therefore, 
success associated with the center. If the core group of physicians you’re counting
on for volume is on campus, then that might be the best choice.”

A third, lesser-used (for cost and logistics reasons) option is also out there.
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“If you collaborate on your plan up front, you may
find there’s an opportunity for two different centers,
the mothership on campus and a satellite surgery
center that may attract physicians who aren’t mem-
bers of the hospital staff,” says Mr. Southwick. “It’s
all market-driven, so it’s important to look at and
understand what the market needs in a new ASC, in
addition to what the physicians and hospital want.”

• Differentiate between ownership and control.
“Perhaps the biggest issue is control,” says Mr. Hall.
“You find hospitals want 51 percent of the owner-
ship, and the rationale is they must have control for
various issues, especially with non profits as it relates
to their charitable mission.”

However, control and majority ownership are dif-
ferent things, and you can accommodate owner-
ship, charitable mission alignment (as defined by
regulatory bodies) and control with the right 
operating agreement.

“It really comes down to how much of the owner-
ship lies in surgeon’s hands, how much in the hospi-
tal’s, how much in a company’s, and what each enti-
ty does that brings value,” says Mr. Hall. “The hos-
pital and management company might have 51 per-
cent, but the board is 50-50, or decisions require a
super-majority, so the physicians feel like they have
a strong voice in decision-making and feel as if
they’re getting the most out of the 49 percent avail-
able for physician investment.”

Mr. Southwick notes that Healthmark Partners gen-
erally facilitates similar agreements.

“In our arrangements, the hospitals end up being a
non-controlling partner,” he says. “That way, they
aren’t perceived as taking advantage of the minority
shareholders (a common physician fear), but also
can maintain their charitable intent.”

4. Engage a mediator.
Given that some level of hostility likely underlies
physician-hospital relations, even at the best of
times, it’s probably a good idea to bring in a third-
party management company to guide the process,
moderate meetings and mediate relations as issues
inevitably pop up.

“Sometimes you need someone who’s not going to
take things personally, who can act with maturity
and at a high confidence level,” says Bob Zasa,
MSHHA, FACMPE, one of the founders of
Woodrum/Ambulatory Surgery Development. “A
corporate partner can make the tough calls while
helping to keep the lines of communication open.”

And communication is the key to maintaining rela-
tionships between both sides of a joint-venture, so
the project can move forward without a hitch.

“It generally falls on us when there is some friction
to communicate what each side is thinking and why,
so there’s no beating one’s chest,” says Mr.
Southwick. “Needs and wants coming indirectly
from a third party manager allows for a softer sell on
difficult issues and often is better received by both
sides. You’ve got to be able to bring the psychology

together, because no one can really afford a 
failure — anytime you put a foot in that water, you
want it to be a success. There’s a lot of lose-lose
potential if the venture isn’t established correctly.”

It’s the corporate partner’s job to make sure interests
stay aligned so the venture is done right.

“The hospital often views us as an ASC company
that will side with the doctors, but we’re there to be
an arbiter and an advocate for the best interests of
the project,” says Mr. Zasa. “We’re hired to make
money and make the ASC successful, and not get
involved in previous baggage. The physicians and
the hospital want the same thing, really: someone
who’s not anti-them or pro-the other side, some-
body who’s going to work with them and appreciate
what they’re all bringing to the table. A corporate
partner can bring that stability.”

The experts recommend working with a corporate
partner that is experienced, has worked with a project
like yours (whether de novo or an existing ASC where
one party or the other buys in), and that can provide
plenty of references — both hospitals and physicians.

“In a successful project, occasionally, the hospital or
the physicians may be upset about something and we
as a management company tend to take the heat — it
goes with the territory,” says Mr. Flickema. “At the end
of the day, however, we work to make sure the hospi-
tal and physicians aren’t divided, and that’s what’s most
important. It’s a community effort, and we work for
the center’s best long-term interests. There’s no sense
getting involved in something
this complicated if it’s going
to be short-lived.”

Trending up
A joint-venture is not simply
a transaction; it’s an exten-
sion of practice. Done right,
it should be a sustainable
entity that both pays divi-
dends to the physicians dur-
ing their careers and is still
going strong 20 years down
the line, perhaps with differ-
ent physician-partners. In
short, it can be a win-win for
both sides, which makes it
an appealing prospect that
will be an increasingly popu-
lar model in the future, pre-
dict the experts.

“Hospitals are smarter com-
petitors than they used to be
with ASCs,” says Mr.
Southwick. “There are too
many positive attributes of
ASCs in terms of quality, cost
and efficiency, and ASCs
aren’t going away. Hospitals
recognize that they can either
continue to fight, or they can
be part of it, and in the

process solidify physician relations and increase 
market share.

“With declining reimbursement and a more chal-
lenging regulatory and legal environment, physi-
cians are seeing the opportunity have a partner with
a lot of that expertise while being able to decide
when they work more and when they see family
more, lifestyle issues remain important.”

It’s not that either side is failing in the ways they’re
currently operating, just that it’s possible they could
do better together.

“I really do believe that hospitals do the best job they
can with the efficiency of their surgical depart-
ments,” says Mr. Flickema. “It’s hard to stay at the
same high level as an ASC when the surgical team is
going from a knee scope to a trauma that the heli-
copter just brought in. There are huge swings in
time and efficiency when you do a trauma, an out-
patient case, an inpatient, a trauma, and three out-
patients in the same OR.

“There’s starting to be a realization that there is a
better model, one that’s better for physicians, staff,
patients and even the hospital. Joint-ventures aren’t
easy to structure and manage, but we truly believe
they are a good choice for many communities and a
wise investment for the progressive hospital/system
and its surgical staff.”

Contact Stephanie Wasek at stephanie@beckersasc.com.
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Providing Business and Guidance on Orthopedic and Spine Medical Devices to Orthopedic Surgeons and Spine Surgeons and to Medical Device Companies

Trends, Developments and Legal Issues 
in the Orthopedic and Spine Device Markets
By Scott Becker, JD, CPA, and Nancy A. Temple, JD, CPA

This article focuses on current events and risks
in the growing orthopedic and spine
devicemaker industry.1 Orthopedic and

spine procedures can be very profitable for sur-
gery centers, as confirmed by the increasing num-
ber of centers performing these procedures.
Reimbursement is solid for orthopedic proce-
dures, and demand for implants is increasing as
the Baby Boomer generation is aging. More
implant and spine cases are being performed at
ambulatory surgery centers than ever before. 

Current issues raised by new 
devices — gender-specific implants,
minimally invasive surgery and new
spine devices
A significant development in the orthopedic
implant industry is the increased number of products
available. In particular, gender-specific devices, or
devices designed with the female anatomy in mind,
are in-vogue since the first such device, a knee
implant designed specifically for the female anatomy,
was approved by the FDA in 2006. The demand for
gender-specific knee implants in particular is high
and expected to increase. Over 400,000 knee replace-
ments are performed in the United States each year
and two-thirds of knee replacement patients are
women. Although knee replacements are the first
foray into gender-specific devices, it is expected that
orthopedic devices for hips, shoulders and other parts
will continue to be developed and marketed.

Devicemakers searching for a market niche have
touted gender-specific products. The ability of a
manufacturer to market directly to patients, com-
bined with the proliferation of information avail-
able via the Internet, has had a big impact on
patients’ perspectives. As noted by Laura Quigley,
APN, clinical nurse specialist for Rush Hospital’s
joint replacement program in Chicago, service
providers now have the challenge of helping edu-
cate and guide the patient regarding the appropri-
ate use of resources and devices. 

The core distinction in gender-specific devices is
that the size of the implant is generally slightly dif-
ferent to reflect different sizes in bones between gen-
ders. It may also provide for a narrower shape, a
thinner shape and an increased groove angle. The
hope is this will lead to better function and longer

durability. Many orthopedic physicians will tell you
that implants already come in different sizes so that
the concept of gender-specific is really a marketing
term and not a real change.

Additionally, new approaches to joint replacement
are publicized as superior because they are minimal-
ly invasive. Minimally invasive, in simple terms,
means making an incision that is much smaller than
those made in traditional joint replacement surgery,
usually measured as one-half the traditional size
incision or less. While minimally invasive proce-
dures are generally desirable, this marketing claim
raises certain issues.   

The purported core positives to minimally invasive
procedures are that they can lead to better cosmet-
ics, less discomfort and less blood loss. On the neg-
ative side, such techniques can impair the surgeon’s
visual field, provide for limited implant and device
choices and lead to certain other challenges. There
are also other longer-term uncertainties that are still
being explored. 

The growth in the number of different implant
products available also has increased costs, as
noted by John Barnard, MD, of the Orthopedic
Center of Central Virginia. Physicians have to sift
through an increased volume of information to
determine the optimal approach for their
patients, and this learning curve takes time. With
the competition among the devicemakers and the
anticipated growth in demand for implants, this
trend is likely to continue. 

Another trend is that patients receiving implants
have a wider range in age; younger and older people
are undergoing joint replacement surgeries to
improve their mobility. Over the last five years in
particular, the number of knee replacements is out-
numbering the number of hip replacements, and,
according to Ms. Quigley, the growth in knee
replacements shows no signs of slowing down. 

Arthrocare, in an effort to capitalize on the minimal-
ly invasive market, has recently been touting its sin-
gle use “spine wand.” Approximately 400,000 lum-
bar micro discectomies are performed each year. The
concept of the spine wand is to use this device in
connection with smaller incision spine surgery and
coblation technology. Instead of a 6mm access

point, this is intended to be used with a 2.5mm
access point. The spine wand is used with coblation
to dissolve soft tissue. Another ongoing discussion
involves the debate over whether disc replacement is
superior to inter-body infusion approaches. Here,
device manufacturers such as Medtronic assert that
total disc replacement, using, for example,
Medtronic’s Maverick metal on metal prosthesis, is
superior to fusion technologies. 

Business issues
Devicemakers are capitalizing on the demand for
joint replacements through an increased number
of initial public offerings. Last year was a record
year for IPOs for healthcare providers, device-
makers and technology companies. From January
to November 2007, eleven device companies filed
plans for IPOs. MedAssets was the latest example
in December 2007.

Anti-kickback and 
related conflict of issues
Several well-publicized legal cases highlight the risks
devicemakers face. Although these manufacturers
must necessarily market their products to physicians
who decide which devices to use, the federal Anti-
Kickback Statute, 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(b)(1)(B),
constrains the manufacturers’ business practices in
trying to promote their products.

One recent example of this legal risk is the indict-
ment of Arkansas neurosurgeon Patrick Chan, MD,
for violation of the federal Anti-Kickback Statute. The
four-count indictment was filed in the United States
District Court for the Eastern District of Arkansas in
October 2006. The indictment charged that from
January 2004 until June 28, 2006, Dr. Chan demand-
ed that distributors for four medical supply companies
pay him 50 percent of their commissions on the sales
of any products he used in his neurosurgery practice.
The indictment alleges that Dr. Chan received approx-
imately $7,000 to $8,000 per month for two-and-a-
half years. On Jan. 3, Dr. Chan pled guilty to one
count of violating the Anti-Kickback Statute and is
awaiting sentencing. Dr. Chan also faces a civil qui tam
suit brought by the whistleblower who disclosed his
kickbacks to the government, and civil medical mal-
practice claims by patients claiming he prescribed
unnecessary procedures in order to sell more products
and receive the kickback payments.



Another well-publicized legal problem relates to the
ongoing federal and state investigations into device-
makers’ consulting payments and other transfers of
value to physicians which may constitute illegal
inducement or bribes in violation of federal and
state Anti-Kickback statutes. The spinal and cardiac
devicemaker Medtronic has recently announced
that it is undergoing investigation by the United
States Justice Department, the Senate Finance
Committee, the United States Attorney in
Philadelphia and the Securities and Exchange
Commission concerning payments it has made to
doctors. The SEC has jurisdiction to investigate pay-
ments by publicly held companies to foreign doctors
under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, which
generally prohibits foreign bribes. 

Similarly, orthopedic devicemakers Biomet, DePuy,
Smith & Nephew, Stryker and Zimmer have recent-
ly settled federal investigations into their business
practices by agreeing to eighteen months of federal
monitoring and paying a combined total fine of
$311 million. Stryker, it should be noted, did not
have to pay any fine as it voluntarily cooperated with
prosecutors before the other devicemakers and exe-
cuted a non-prosecution agreement with the gov-
ernment. None of these devicemakers admitted to
any liability in this settlement.

In the ASC industry in particular, as the number of
joint-ventures between hospitals and physicians
grows, there is likely to be increased scrutiny on the
potential conflict of interest involving the use of spe-
cific devices. In particular, a conflict of interest can
occur when doctors direct hospitals to buy devices
from companies from which the doctors receive roy-
alties. For example, Jay Yadav, MD, is suing the
Cleveland Clinic because he was fired regarding a
stent he helped develop and for which he receives
royalties from the stent-maker. The Cleveland
Clinic claims that the doctor failed to disclose the
financial relationship, resulting in his dismissal.

In addition to the federal investigations, state reg-
ulators are beginning to exercise their oversight
authority. In February 2008, the New Jersey
Attorney General announced that it is investigat-
ing devicemaker Synthes Spine, which manufac-
tures an artificial spine disk called ProDisc.
Synthes Spine has touted the ProDisc based on
the results of a study that concluded that the disk
works better for patients than standard spinal-
fusion surgery, but apparently many of the physi-
cians involved in the study had agreements with
Synthes Spine under which they would profit if
ProDisc became successful. The attorney general
is investigating whether Synthes Spine properly
disclosed the financial interest of the physicians
involved in the study and has subpoenaed docu-
ments from the company, as well as the venture
capital firm that provided the initial funding to
develop the ProDisc. The FDA is also investigat-
ing whether the physicians’ investments in
ProDisc were properly disclosed. 

Additionally, recent reports question the efficacy
of the ProDisc device and evidence supporting
the marketing claims, indicating that some
patients have had difficulties with the device.
There is likely to be additional scrutiny of claims
that particular devices achieve results in clinical
studies. Indeed, the Association for Ethics in
Spine Surgery, a recently formed organization of
spine surgeons, states that it is dedicated to 
promote “evidence-based medicine” and to 
educate the public about “the detrimental and
pervasive financial influence of industry on many
health care providers and patients.”2

Other legal issues
Devicemakers caught a significant break when
the United States Supreme Court ruled in favor
of manufacturer Medtronic during the closely
watched product liability case, Riegel v.
Medtronic. Charles Riegel had sued Medtronic
over an allegedly faulty catheter which had
received approval by the FDA. The court upheld
Medtronic’s argument that once the FDA
approves a drug or medical device, no patient
should be allowed to file a claim in state court
alleging that the product has a defect. The indus-
try argued that FDA approval should bar such
claims and not simply be part of a defense, as the
plaintiff proposed. The plaintiff also contended
that FDA review is not as rigorous as the industry
claimed. The Supreme Court based its ruling on
the interpretation of Congress’s intent in the
FDA statute, so Congress now has the power to
disagree with that interpretation and enact a new
law to clarify its intent. Because the current
administration sided with the industry in Riegel,
the upcoming election could affect this issue if
there is a change in power in Washington.

Contact Scott Becker at sbecker@mcguirewoods.com;
contact Nancy Temple at nancytemple@sbcglobal.net.

1 We appreciate the assistance of professionals who have contributed to this
article, including Dr. John Barnard of the Orthopedic Center of Central
Virginia in Lynchburg, Va.; Dr. Philip Davidson of the Tampa Bay
Orthopaedic Specialists; Rick Ferguson of the Oklahoma Orthopedic
Hospital in Tulsa, Ok.; and Laura Quigley, APN, and Margaret Hickey, APN,
of the Rush University Medical Center’s Department of Orthopedic Surgery
in Chicago.
2 See the AESS website at www.ethicalspinesurgeon.org.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Study: Surgery for Spinal
Stenosis Provides More
Long-Term Relief Than
Non-Surgical Options 

Surgical patients for spinal stenosis saw
improvement more rapidly and reported

better physical function and less pain than did
the non-surgical patients, according to a multi-
center, multi-state trial led by Dartmouth 
clinician researchers in the Spine Patient
Outcomes Research Trial, or SPORT. The study
also reveals that patients who choose not to have 
surgery are likely to improve over time as well,
though they report only moderate improvement
two years after their diagnosis. 

The paper, published in the Feb. 21 edition of
the New England Journal of Medicine, is the
third in a series of study results; earlier papers
reported that, for herniated disk with sciatica,
surgical patients did slightly better than non-
surgical patients, and that, for spondyloisthesis,
surgical patients did markedly better than 
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non-surgical patients. Future studies from the SPORT trial will examine
cost-effectiveness and other measures. 

“Spinal stenosis is the most common reason for lumbar spine surgery in
patients over 65,” says lead researcher James N. Weinstein, MD. “For the
first time, we have an evidence base on which to advise our patients.” 

The new study followed 803 patients, 398 of whom underwent surgery.
After two years, 63 percent of those who had had surgery reported major
improvement in their conditions, compared with 29 percent of 
non-surgical patients. Both groups reported improved pain and physical
function, though surgical patients self-reported in the 60-point range
and non-surgical patients (who underwent treatments such as physical
therapy) in the low 40s. 

Lumbar laminectomy is the most common surgical treatment for spinal
stenosis, but there is another option that may be even more advantageous:
The X-Stop, a titanium implant made by Kyphon, decompresses the spine
to alleviate leg and lower back pain. 

“What’s interesting about it is that it’s a 15-minute outpatient procedure,
compared with laminectomy, where the gold standard is about 35 to 45
minutes,” says David Abraham, MD, an orthopedic surgeon with Reading
Neck and Spine Center in Wyomissing, Pa. “During laminectomy, the sur-
geon must identify the compressed nerve and remove parts of bones and
joints. But when you use the X-Stop to separate the neuroframen, you
don’t see nerves, you decompress the nerve indirectly. While laminectomy
is safe and efficacious, this is a smaller operation.” 

X-Stop implants cost about $4,400 each. Depending on the state,
Medicare reimburses the procedure from about $300 per level to about
$1,800 per level, plus a facility fee, plus a separate carveout that covers the
majority of the implant cost (Dr. Abraham notes that he uses two implants
about 50 percent of the time). This compares with roughly $800 reim-
bursement for laminectomy. 

— Stephanie Wasek

Supreme Court Ruling Gives 
Medical Device Manufacturers 
Greater Liability Protection

The U.S. Supreme Court issued an 8-1 ruling on Wednesday in a
decision that will protect medical-device manufacturers from

patients who sue them for harm caused by a device with pre-market
approval from the FDA, according to published reports. 

The case, Riegel v. Medtronic, Inc., involved a New York man injured in
1996 when his doctor inflated a balloon catheter during an artery-clean-
ing procedure. The decision serves to reaffirm that the FDA approval
process appropriately preempts state tort lawsuits because the process bal-
ances patient benefits and risks, according to a statement from Medtronic.
The company claims the doctor failed to follow the labeling directions for
the catheter, which Medtronic no longer manufactures; and that the device
was used in a patient for whom it was not recommended. 

“This is a very important decision, which ensures that patients continue to
have appropriate access to innovative, life-saving medical devices,” says Bill
Hawkins, Medtronic’s president and CEO, in the statement. “The deci-
sion recognizes the rights and interests of the vast majority of patients who
benefit from a medical device.” 

— Rob Kurtz
See conference 

brochure on page 33.
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Establishing an Ambulatory 
Surgery Center — A Primer from A to Z
By Scott Becker, JD, CPA, and Bart Walker, JD

This article summarizes several critical
issues related to establishing an ambulatory
surgery center. The article focuses on 
business and planning issues. An article in
an issue later this year will discuss key 
operating agreement and legal and
regulatory issues for an ASCs.

I. Financial planning issues

1. Financial feasibility; a comprehensive feasibility
study. A group of physicians (or physicians and
management company or hospital) must first exam-
ine their outpatient case numbers to determine
whether an ASC will be financially feasible. ASC
revenue is equal to the number of procedures the
group can perform at its own ASC multiplied by the
expected reimbursement for these expected 
procedures. As a general rule, in a reasonable 
reimbursement market, a center focusing on higher
reimbursement procedures can be profitable with as
little as 2,000 procedures per year. With lower 

reimbursement cases, this number can jump to
3,000 to 3,500 procedures. Further, in low reim-
bursement markets, a center may struggle to become
profitable in some specialties at almost any case level.
Financial prudence dictates that one should only
begin a project with a case level that is substantially
higher than the threshold or break-even amount.

A first step to take prior to establishing an ASC is to
prepare a pro forma income statement as part of per-
forming a feasibility study. 

A pro forma analysis and feasibility study should rely
on sound physician data regarding projected case
volumes, case mix, scheduling preferences and their
expected reimbursement rates. Physician involve-
ment will not only ensure sound data but accom-
plishes two other important tasks. First, it provides a
chance to inform potential partners about the expec-
tations, risks and profits. Second, it gives you a real
opportunity to assess each physician’s commitment
to the project. 

The case volume and reimbursement rate data col-
lected are the key assumptions upon which the rev-
enue part of pro formas are built. The greater the
accuracy and certainty of these two types of infor-
mation, the greater the accuracy and reliability of
the final pro forma projections. In one center we
helped to develop, the viability of the project itself
was threatened when one or two of the key assump-
tions changed, thus resulting in the prospective loss
of several hundred cases per year. A corollary to the
statement that case volume projections should be
reliable and accurate is the concept that the physi-
cian partners involved in the project should be fully
committed to the project from the outset. There are
few changes that will negatively impact the financial
outlook for a new center as much as the departure
of a core physician during the later stages of devel-
opment. While a project can recover from a minor
setback or challenge during the early planning
stages, it is more difficult to correct severe problems
that occur later in development. 
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In one example where the pro forma results
were very different than actual results,
“The pro formas that supported the deci-
sion of the lead physician to develop a three
OR surgery center were not close to reality,”
says Tom Yerden, CEO of TRY Healthcare
Solutions. “The revenues per case were
overstated by 35 percent, volumes based on
phone conversations with potential physi-
cian utilizers were too high, construction
costs $155 per square foot were below real
costs. Then, when operational, the results
were far different than the pro forma.”

Counting cases is a crucial component of
the development process. “Regardless of
which specialties you develop the center
around, it’s critical to understand the surgi-
cal case volume represented by each,” says
Catherine Kowalski, executive vice presi-
dent and chief operating officer of
Meridian Surgical Partners. “Determine
the universe of surgical case by physician
and always calculate the net case transfer to
the ASC, factoring in issues that discount
volume including: insurance contracts, reg-
ulatory, politics, convenience, scheduling,
surgeon behavior, etc. A good rule of
thumb is about 50 percent of the surgical
case universe for a conservative analysis.”

Attendance at meetings to discuss development of
your new facility is another good indicator of the
likelihood of the project’s success. “If after two meet-
ings to investigate and develop a project your key
physician members’ attendance remains strong, then
it is time to get excited,” says William Southwick,
CEO of Healthmark Partners. “Every surgeon likes
the concept of developing a center; it is the core
group that remains after two initial meetings that
tells you whether the excitement is real or not.”

2. Reimbursement by market differs significantly;
CMS reimbursement system; out-of-network 
concerns. Throughout the country, centers have had
difficulty contracting with certain insurance compa-
nies. Thus, in assessing case volumes, one should
discount the number of cases to a certain extent to
reflect the possibility that certain insurance plans
may not contract with the ASC. Moreover, certain
insurance plans (and geographic regions) reimburse
at levels below national standards. Hence, the center
may find it financially impractical to provide servic-
es to these patients covered by such plans or in such
regions. For example, a mediocre ASC located in an
area with strong third-party reimbursement may do
better than a great ASC in a bad reimbursement
market. There is almost no way to fix a center that
is built in a market with poor reimbursement from
third-party payors.

In the planning stage, the center should attempt to

Sample summary pro forma 
from VMG Health Intellimarker

Dollars in Thousands Mean

Patient Revenues
Gross Charges (procedures multiplied $20,233
by revenues per procedure)
Adjustments (13,914)
Net Revenue 6,768

Operating Expenses
Employee Salary & Wages 1,491
Employee Taxes & Benefits 320
Occupancy Costs 429
Medical & Surgical Supplies 1,338
Other Medical Costs 335
Insurance 70
Depreciation & Amortization 305
General & Administrative Bad Debt 133
Management Fees 282
Other G&A 593

Total G&A 881
Total Operating Expenses 4,903

Operating Income 1,812
Other Expenses (Income) 100
Net Interest Expense 73

Earning Before Taxes 1,734
EBIDTA $2,117
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discuss contracting with payors and obtain a real
sense of whether contracts will be available and at
what price. Payors have increasing power in many
markets and are becoming harder to work with on
an out-of-network basis. Payors and state regulatory
agencies are increasingly scrutinizing out-of-net-
work reimbursement strategies. In recent months
we have seen more insurers attempting to recoup
amounts they have paid on an out-of-network basis.
Similarly, state agencies have been more aggressively
policing this area. For example, in one recent case in
New York, state auditors alleged that several surgery
centers improperly waived patients’ out-of-pocket
payments in connection with the care they received
at the centers. In all, the state alleged that about
$8,000,000 was overpaid by the state employee
insurance plan, the Empire Plan, and United
HealthCare, the state’s insurance administrator. 

Deutsche Bank, in its 2008 annual report on ASCs
(dated Feb. 4, 2008), report that, for ASCs, “out of
network situations typically result in greater overall
costs to the system because both the patient and the
third party payer have higher outlays” and “over the
long term we believe that any ASC that builds its
business model around unsustainable out-of-net-
work reimbursement levels is bound to fail.”

One benefit a hospital partner may add to surgery
center development is the ability to jointly negotiate
reimbursement rates or to include the center on the

hospital’s own payor agreements. However, the abil-
ity to jointly negotiate reimbursement rates in this
context is often legally restricted in that it is subject
to certain antitrust rules and regulations that require
the hospital to have a sufficient amount of control
over the venture on whose behalf it is negotiating. In
many situations, the hospital will be unable to force
the payors to negotiate with them on a joint basis.
To further complicate matters, some hospitals fear
that by seeking to negotiate the ASC’s rates with a
particular payor, they will expose themselves to rene-
gotiation of their current hospital outpatient depart-
ment rates for that payor. 

Another alternative to consider is hiring a third-
party contracting consultant who can provide
insight and advice with respect to the planning
stages of reimbursement contracts. In addition, the
center can ultimately use these consultants to nego-
tiate the contracts on behalf of the center. Some
management company partners employ their own
in-house contract negotiators, while others out-
source this function. 

The new Medicare rates for surgery centers are gen-
erally more negative than positive. They essential-
ly set reimbursement at an amount equal to 65
percent of the price paid for the same surgical
procedures at hospital outpatient departments.
Under the rates, of the top 20 procedures per-
formed in surgery centers, approximately 17 will

suffer a decrease in reimbursement. For many pro-
cedures, the decreases will be significant. For exam-
ple, reimbursement for many gastroenterology and
pain management procedures will decrease nearly 20
percent to 30 percent. Many ophthalmology proce-
dures will experience a 5 percent to 10 percent reduc-
tion in reimbursement. Ultimately, many high-vol-
ume procedures are becoming less profitable to per-
form. In contrast, many higher acuity procedures,
such as orthopedic procedures, will receive improved
reimbursement under the new rates. 

Commercial payors often follow the Medicare reim-
bursement trends. Some payors define their rates in
terms of a percentage of the Medicare rate. The
recent reimbursement changes remind us that, over-
all, one way to limit the risk associated with rate cuts
is to operate a multi-specialty center so that cuts to
any one single specialty will not be fatal to the cen-
ter as a whole. While diversification of specialties
can limit losses, it can also be less efficient to oper-
ate and equip, and can limit the upside potential if
one specialty enjoys especially high rates. 

3. Capital requirements. The typical development
of a stand-alone ASC, with tenant improvement,
requires a cost of approximately $220 to $250 or
more per square foot to become operational.
Additionally, money is also needed for equipment.
Of the total budget amount, a substantial portion of
the money can be provided through debt financing
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without guarantees. However, a certain portion of
the debt may require personal guarantees (such as
tenant improvements and working capital).
Moreover, a cash capital contribution of a substan-
tial amount must also usually be contributed to an
ASC venture. Typically, anywhere from $500,000
(on the low side) to $1,500,000 is required as an
equity cash contribution in total by the owners. 

An ASC will typically initially issue one hundred
ownership units. These units will be issued to 
members based on the amount of capital that each
member contributes to the ASC. For example, if
each unit costs $10,000 and a member will own 15
units, he or she will contribute $150,000. The
amount of capital required depends upon the size of
the project, whether the ASC will be a “tenant” or
own and develop the real estate, and the amount of
debt to be secured. The equity plus the debt bor-
rowed from lenders equals the total amount of
money needed to develop the project. Where a sin-
gle-specialty ASC, such as an endoscopy ASC, will
lease the space in which it operates, total initial equi-
ty capital contributions are often in the area of
$400,000 to $800,000; however, the members may
be able to contribute less money up front if a more
substantial working capital line of credit is obtained.
For a multi-specialty ASC that leases space rather
than owns the building, initial equity capital contri-
butions are often in the range of $700,000 to
$1,200,000. One option, even where all of the
investors want to invest in both the surgery center

and the real estate, is to have the ownership of the
real estate and the ownership of the surgery center
held in separate entities. This allows for additional
investors to own a portion of the real estate holding
company, thus making it less expensive for the
investors in the surgery center entity. By separating
the real estate from the operating entity that will run
the ASC, investors can choose whether they would
like to invest in the surgery center, the real estate or
both. There are, however, significant benefits to fully
congruent ownership.

The operating agreement will set forth the dates on
which the capital must be contributed. Typically, all
or a significant portion is contributed at the signing of
the operating agreement. In some situations, part of
the capital will be due at a later date, such as upon
receipt of a certificate of need or perhaps six months
after the initial signing. Additional capital contribu-
tions may be required of the members upon the vote
of the board of managers and often a vote of the hold-
ers of a certain percentage of the units. The group will
need to assess the total equity to be contributed.

Working with experienced lenders will facilitate the
financing of an ASC. It can be tempting to work
with a friend or a local bank, but this could be a mis-
take. Often with ASCs, time is of the essence and
problems occur which are normally much better
handled by an experienced lender than by a friend.
For the best result, look for a lender with specific
ASC financing experience.

There are some general costs you can use to help
estimate the approximate investment necessary to
build a facility.  

“Although it varies based on location, the cost to
develop a new ASC is approximately $1 million dol-
lars per operating room,” says Kenny Hancock, pres-
ident and chief development officer of Meridian
Surgical Partners. “This figure captures the costs
associated with tenant improvements, equipment
and working capital. A small center with two surgi-
cal suites will range from $2 to $3 million and a larg-
er multi-specialty ASC $4 to $6 million. Typically,
the majority of the investment, including the con-
struction cost and surgical equipment, is leveraged
with debt financing. The members should plan on
raising a minimum of 20 percent of the capital need-
ed in cash to invest in the partnership. The invest-
ment typically ranges from $10,000 to $15,000 for a
1 percent ownership interest plus pro-rata guarantees
of debt. The typical timeline is 18 to 24 months
from initial discussion to opening of the center.”

4. Expense management. Surgery centers tend to
have a level of fixed costs that generally require at
least $3 to $5 million in revenue to become signifi-
cantly profitable and still cover the necessary expens-
es.1 Centers with $5 million to $10 million in annu-
al revenues can, on average, expect to have an 
EBITDA of around 30 percent, or earn about a 30
percent operating margin before deducting interest,
taxes and depreciation.2 The three biggest costs for
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an ASC typically include staffing costs (about 20
percent to 30 percent of revenue), supply costs (about
20 percent of revenue) and facility costs (about 10
percent of revenue).3 With staffing costs making up
the majority of an ASC’s expenses, it is critical to
benchmark the hours per case to those at other simi-
lar centers to ensure your staff is working efficiently.
Generally, multi-specialty cases will entail between 13
to 15 hours per case and single-specialty cases will
entail six to eight hours per case. This number is often
translated in simple terms to approximately five full-
time equivalents per 1,000 patients. To control
staffing costs, it is imperative to use staff efficiently by
cross-training where appropriate, being open only as
many hours as cases require and, if possible, by send-
ing staff home when they are not needed. 

Supply costs, to a degree, may be reduced by use of a
group purchasing organization or, in some cases, a
hospital or management company partner that is able
to aggregate expenses over a number of facilities and,
as a result, benefit from volume pricing with vendors.
Another common way to reduce supply costs is to
implement standardization of certain common surgi-
cal supplies and reduce the use of non-essential sup-
plies. These are both areas where a seasoned manage-
ment company can help a surgery center to achieve
greater operational efficiency. While staffing and sup-
ply costs can be modified over time, facility costs,
once a lease has been signed or construction has com-
menced, are much more difficult to change. It is very

important to obtain expert advice relative to these
three cost items early and often. 

Equity ownership, physician partner issues, and
hospitals and management companies as partners

1. Management and equity ownership. A group
must determine whether or not it will have a man-
agement company as an equity partner. An experi-
enced manager can help with myriad aspects of the
project, such as financing, financial planning and
analysis, Medicare certification, equipment plan-
ning, construction planning and physician recruit-
ment. A good management company can signifi-
cantly reduce the likelihood of problems in complet-
ing the project, operating the center, financing the
project and ultimately prospering from the project. 

The key downside to having a management compa-
ny as a long-term equity partner relates to the dis-
parate quality of companies that provide services to
ASCs, and the profits that are shared when bringing
in a management company. As a general rule, physi-
cian ownership alone, under the right circum-
stances, can be very attractive. However, having an
experienced management team substantially lowers
the risks, and, in the overwhelming majority of sit-
uations, can provide substantial benefits and actual-
ly improve profitability. Further, an equity
owner/advisor often will have a much greater level of
concern regarding the project’s success, even when it
owns only 15 percent to 30 percent of the center. 

Deutsche Bank, in its 2008 ASC Report, reports
that the 25 largest management companies own
interests in aggregate in about 1,000 of the country’s
4,700 Medicare-certified ASCs. (Contact Darren
Lehrich at 212-250-2629 for more information).

Key items to negotiate with the management com-
pany include the percent of ownership, the manage-
ment fee, the services provided, the personnel
employed or provided, the length of the manage-
ment contract, the board rights and the reserve or
veto rights of the management company. A group
should interview three to five management compa-
nies and talk extensively to other centers managed
by the companies. 

In addition to a management fee, the leading man-
agement companies are increasingly requiring equi-
ty in the surgery center. Before rejecting such an
arrangement, evaluate how that management com-
pany compares to other management companies.

A solid management company partner can also sub-
stantially improve the financing prospects of a cen-
ter. Some finance companies will not finance an
entity without an experienced management compa-
ny being involved.

John Marasco, CEO of Marasco Associates, notes
that understanding recent partnership trends can
help you gauge the direction other ASCs are 
choosing for their development. 
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“In the last few years our business has seen an
increase in joint venture ASC’s and physician-hospi-
tal ASCs, as compared to individually developed
projects,” says Mr. Marasco, “They range from
physician/hospital to physician/management com-
pany to physician/hospital/management company
joint ventures. We have helped develop an almost
equal number of single-specialty/single-group joint
ventures as we have multi-specialty/multi-group
joint ventures, which is also a shift in direction. It
appears that groups are shifting towards going it
alone, surgically speaking, but having a partner to
share in the risk as well as bring expertise and insur-
ance contract stabilization to the table. We haven’t
seen a huge rise in the overall number of operating
or procedure rooms in our average ASC — just a
shift in who owns them and who they serve. “

2. An ASC can have too many physician investors.
You can have too many physician partners. With too
many physician investors, there is often a dilution of
individual physician responsibility and ownership
interests. With too little ownership, physician
investors often lose their commitment to the ASC
and look for other alternatives. Further, a great deal
of resentment can develop between productive and
less productive parties. Of course, with too few
physician investors, the price of buying in will be
greater, there will be more risk of case volume 
losses, and the overall case volume of the center can
suffer. The number of investors is a delicate balance
that requires significant forethought and planning.
The average number of physician-owners in an ASC
is approximately 15:1 according to Deutsche Bank’s
2008 ASC report.

3. Single- or multi-specialty center. Single-specialty
centers can be more efficiently staffed and built than
multi-specialty centers. Moreover, a single-specialty
center avoids the turf wars and the level of concern
regarding sharing profits and revenues with other

specialties that are often present with multi-special-
ty centers. However, changes in reimbursement can
affect single-specialty centers more dramatically
than multi-specialty centers. For example, Medicare
has instituted significant cuts in ASC reimburse-
ment for gastroenterology, pain management and,
to an extent, ophthalmologic procedures. These cuts
can disproportionately impact a single-specialty GI
or pain management ASC’s overall revenue and
financial health. 

On the other hand, a multi-specialty center can help
reduce reimbursement reduction risk through a
diversification of reimbursement sources and a mix
of physicians. In addition, a multi-specialty center
can provide for greater staff and physical plant eco-
nomics of scale, which may be needed if single-spe-
cialty volumes are insufficient. In many cases, the
operating margins in single-specialty ASCs are
much higher than multi-specialty ASCs. 

Specialty net revenues per case, according to the
VMG Health 2007 Intellimarker, can be seen for
several specialties in the following chart:

Specialty Net Revenue
ENT $1,776
GI/Endoscopy $825
General Surgery $1,572
OB/GYN $1,864
Ophthalmology $1,276
Oral Surgery $1,056
Orthopedics $2,435
Pain Management $915
Plastic Surgery $1,548
Podiatry $2,664
Urology $1,802

The number can be heavily influenced by sample
size, and several factors such as out-of-network
considerations.

4. Hospitals as partners. Approximately 25 percent
of the surgery centers in the country have a hospital
partner. In many situations, a hospital can add value
through either helping with managed care contract-
ing, making it easier to recruit physicians or other-
wise reducing physician concerns regarding being
excluded from privileges or having other types of
retaliatory action taken against them by the hospital.
On the other hand, it is critical in surgery centers
that physicians own a significant amount of the
equity and that they remain interested and excited
about the venture. We have seen hospital partners
own from 10 percent to 30 percent of the venture
on the low end to 60 percent to 70 percent on the
high end. There are a number of lawyers represent-
ing hospitals who believe that they must own 51
percent or more. In contrast, many lawyers believe
that hospitals can own a smaller interest and either
agree to treat the income as taxable income or oth-
erwise have separate special powers to help assure
that the venture serves exempt purposes. From a
business perspective, having a hospital partner in
many circumstances can prove helpful. However, it
is not a panacea for surgery centers and there are a
great number of surgery centers that have hospital
partners that still underperform. 

“Some hospital-physician joint ventures never sur-
vive the transition from a ‘spirit of negotiation’ to a
‘spirit of partnership,’” says Mr. Yerden. “Regardless
of the strength of the projections (business plan),
those joint ventures that I have seen fail (do so) due
to lack of trust among the parties.”

5. Ophthalmology procedures can still be 
profitable. Do not make a blanket decision to
exclude ophthalmology as a specialty. ASCs can
still profit from ophthalmology procedures if the
ASC has significant volumes and effective inter-
nal cost control; in other words, the ASC must
run very efficiently. 

Here is what Luke Lambert, the CEO of
Ambulatory Surgical Centers of America says
about the specialty: “Most mature eye practices
are already participating in surgery centers. When
ophthalmologists start working in an ASC they
never want to go back to the hospital, because the
fast nature of eye cases plays to ASC strengths.”

6. Pain management and anesthesiologists. Pain
management services are often provided in an
office setting. Centers are increasingly concerned
that physician investors will perform their pain
management procedures in their own offices
rather than in the ASC. Medicare’s site-of-service
differentials, which often pay more for in-office
procedures, along with other incentives, may very
well encourage physician investors to perform
these procedures in their own offices. ASCs
should plan accordingly and diversify services to
accommodate a potential loss of pain manage-
ment revenue. CMS has also implemented 
relatively large reductions in pain management
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reimbursement for ASCs. In order to control the
flight of pain cases from the surgery center to
physician offices, it is necessary to engage in a
frank conversation with pain physicians fairly
early in the planning process to clarify which pro-
cedures will likely be performed in their offices
versus those that will likely be performed in the
surgery center. For financial planning, it is critical
that both parties fully understand the expecta-
tions for these types of cases. 

Notwithstanding these concerns, “Efficient pain
specialists can be a pillar of strength in a success-
ful ASC,” says Mr. Lambert. However, “ASCOA
recommends against inviting anesthesiologists to
be owners in ASCs. We feel it is better to be the
consumer and contractor of anesthesia services
than to be partnered with them.”

7. Gastroenterology can still be profitable. In a
2006 study, gastroenterology was the largest 
surgical specialty, representing 25 percent of all
surgical cases performed at ASCs.4 Medicare has
implemented decreased reimbursement for 
gastroenterology procedures performed in an
ASC. This can hurt an ASC because gastroen-
terology-endoscopy centers typically rely on
Medicare for about 20 percent to 40 percent of
their cases. Fortunately, because these centers still
generate from 60 percent to 80 percent of their
gastroenterology business from outside Medicare,
the specialty can still be profitable if they have
significant volumes and the non-Medicare busi-
ness continues to grow. 

“This is a specialty characterized by high 
volumes,” says Mr. Lambert. “ASCs are impor-
tant to enhancing productivity. Profits per case
are low and declining but given sufficient volume
it can be attractive.”

Gastroenterologists will increasingly have to
minor in anesthesiology. Increasingly, payors will
not pay physicians separately for anesthesia pro-
cedures provided in connection with gastroen-
terology procedures. Thus, increasingly gastroen-
terologists must be competent at offering all types
of anesthesia procedures.

8. Plastics. In multi-specialty surgery centers,
plastics, particularly cosmetic procedures, often
are very challenging. Here, the physician often
bills globally, and the ASC and the physician are
adverse to each other in that the ASC must nego-
tiate its rates with the surgeon as opposed to
charging a third-party payor.

“Cosmetic plastic surgery is not of benefit to most
surgery centers as the facility fees paid tend to be too
low for these lengthy cases,” says Mr. Lambert.

9. Bariatrics is booming, but don’t count on it as
a long-term profit center. Bariatric procedures
are growing rapidly and increasingly being 

performed in ASCs. Initially, ASCs will earn out-
sized profits from these procedures. However, as
the number of bariatric providers increases and
price competition evolves, the prices on these
procedures will eventually normalize and become
less profitable. For this reason, and because sub-
stantial concerns remain regarding the safety and
risks related to bariatric programs, ASCs should
use caution and proceed conservatively when
developing bariatric programs. 

10. Lasik. Lasik surgery, for reasons akin to why
plastic surgery is problematic, is often best left to
physician practices.

11. Neurosurgery and orthopedics remain
strong specialties. Orthopedic procedures remain
great procedures for ASCs. 

“How well you do with orthopedics depends a great
deal on how successful you are in negotiating payer
contracts,” says Mr. Lambert. “Medicare’s new fee
schedule phase-in is making it possible to cover
costs and setting a reference point that is helpful
when negotiating with other payors.”

Spine procedures are also increasingly performed
at ASCs as well; they remain popular and are
growing in importance. Orthopedics profits from
the new CMS surgery center rates. Spine proce-
dures can be increasingly performed in ASCs and
are likely to remain good
specialties for ASCs for a
substantial period of
time to come. In the best
situation, the center has
a base of cases from both
specialties.

Despite the promise it
offers, before you invest
in spine services, it is
important to consider
the costs involved.

“Spine service costs up 
to $360,000 to set 
up; $80,000 for micro-
scope, $80,000 for trays,
$120,000 for c-arm and
perhaps a Jackson table
for $80,000,” says Tom
Mallon, CEO of Regent
Surgical Health. “This
should not be taken on
frivolously. However, if
the surgeon uses loops
instead of a microscope
and if you have a c-arm,
the entry cost is much
less: $160,000. Spine
often cannot be per-
formed on contracted
patients. So in order for

you to begin even a small program (five cases per
month) you need at least some out-of-network
patients. However, the surgeon will love the effi-
ciency and the patients will love the facility. This
will grow over time and as payors recognize the
benefits, we will be able to negotiate reasonable
reimbursements.”

12. ENT continues to be strong. Ear, nose and
throat procedures continue to be a strong special-
ty for surgery centers. This specialty continues to
be reimbursed reasonably well in many markets. 

As a result, says Mr. Lambert, “We see ENT as an
attractive specialty if the cases in your area are not
overly dependent on Medicaid. Special consider-
ations for this specialty include requiring skilled
pediatric anesthesia and having a private recovery
area for children.”

13. Urology. Urology can increasingly also be a
real plus for ASCs. 

“Many procedures are short and can pay well on
a time of utilization basis, of those that are 
longer some reimburse well,” says Herb
Riemenschneider, MD, founder of Knightsbridge
Surgical Center. He notes that the longer proce-
dures for urinary tract stone disease (such as
extracorporal shock wave lithotripsy and uretero-
scopic stone work with laser), urinary prosthetics
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(penile prostheses and artificial urinary sphinc-
ter), prosthetic slings for treatment of female
incontinence, and the most recent addition of
cryoablation for treatment of prostate cancer,
have “big potential if done correctly.”

“Urology can be profitable when it involves
lithotripsy and female incontinence surgery,” says
Mr. Mallon. “Both are predominantly commer-
cial populations. Serving Medicare men with
prostate cancer can often be break-even at best.”

Some ASCs are finding benefits of building a cen-
ter around urology.

“The surgery center has allowed our urologists to
remain more efficient doing outpatient surgery
than they could be by performing the same pro-
cedures in an outpatient hospital setting,” says
Bill Monnig, the president of a large urology
group. “The single-specialty designation allows us
to gain maximum benefit of the special endo-
scopic equipment that urologic surgery requires
and, therefore, may be more financially advanta-
geous than a multi-specialty center where this
equipment may not be used as much. Our sur-
gery center also gives us an opportunity to dove-
tail other ancillary services such as CT scanning,
urodynamics, pathology lab, clinical lab, 
research programs, office-based minimally-

invasive prostate surgery and clinical research
programs into adjacent facilities. The number of
and type of procedures that we can perform in the
surgery center continues to grow each year.”

II. Building issues

1. Do not overspend on real estate. Physicians
planning centers should purchase property that is
cost-appropriate. Normally, a second or third tier
commercial property that is level, safe, accessible
to your physicians and patients and has easy park-
ing will often be sufficient. Make sure that the
less expensive land will not ultimately cost you
more due to unknown variables. If a property has
a lack of utilities, set-backs or zoning restrictions,
it may ultimately cost more. A site should be eval-
uated by an experienced ASC architect to ensure
that it can meet the ASC’s requirements. This
includes performing a thorough analysis of state
and municipal codes and regulations in regards to
health and zoning issues prior to purchasing the
land. Do not assume, for example, that a space
used for an ASC in the past is automatically qual-
ified to fit your needs. In many cases, existing
structures may not meet standard coding require-
ments and a change in ownership or management
of the facility will trigger a need to update it to
current specifications. 

A visible, expensive parcel is often an unnecessary
cost. It is not important that the ASC be visible
in order to attract drive-by or foot traffic. This is
significant because premier commercial lots can
cost considerably more than otherwise equally
appropriate, yet less visible, lots. 

2. Do not overbuild. A building should meet the
group’s volume and specialty needs, as well as the
financial parameters. The space plan should be
integrated with your staffing and equipment
plans. Knowing your case numbers, how many
technicians, nurses, schedulers, business office
and administrative staff and other staff you will
need, as well as your equipment requirements,
should drive your space needs. 

3. Lease or build from the ground-up; lease or
own the real estate. A center does not need more
than one operating room per 1,000 to 1,500
cases. A typical two-room ASC can be built in
7,000 to 8,000 square feet. An average size ASC
is approximately 13,000 square feet.5 VMG
Health’s Intellimarker also indicates that the
median ASC includes four ORs and two proce-
dure rooms. Centers can be leased from a third
party or built from the ground up. Often, it is
quicker and less expensive to lease space and
operate as a tenant. On average, rental rates are
approximately $27 per square foot each year.6
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“We prefer to lease our ASCs’ real estate because
we lease without personal guarantees and avoid
having to put cash/equity into real estate,” says
Mr. Lambert. “Surgery centers, if conceived and
managed properly, can offer returns that are superior
to that of the typical ASC real estate investment.”

The disadvantage to this approach is that one does
not ultimately own the real property nor complete-
ly control the project. At the same time, the long-
term capital costs can be substantially lower.

Tom Irmscher, President of Irmscher
Construction, makes two interesting observations
on this subject. First, he says, the larger public
companies typically do not want to own their real
estate. In contrast, the private small group will
often choose to own their real estate. Second, in
the private projects, the group will typically form
a separate entity to own the real estate.

4. Equipment budget and planning. When
developing a center, you have to decide whether
or not to use an equipment planner. The argu-
ment for using equipment planning is that it
costs approximately $200,000 to $500,000 per
OR to set up the OR. This will be one of the
largest expenses you have at a surgery center.
Thus, the argument is that you use an expert to
help you do it, help save costs and plan more effi-
ciently and coordinate better through design,
development and construction. The counter
argument is that either a center can do it itself or
it could use a management or development com-
pany to do it as well. In fact, many people resent
the concept of using a management or develop-
ment company and then, on top of that, having
to use an equipment planner. Further, there are
situations where the equipment planning firm
may have such close ties with industry (equip-
ment manufacturers) that using an equipment
planner might not get you some of the benefits
that you expected to get from the process.

5. Other building issues. Early in the design
process, an ASC should examine how informa-
tion technology systems, fluid management sys-
tems and anesthesia systems will be incorporated
into design. For example, as to fluid waste man-
agement, Bill Merkle of MD Technologies notes:

“ASC design should consider fluid waste 
management since disposal systems require
plumbing, drains and medical gas piping most
easily installed during construction or remod-
eling. Procedure room layout should address
fluid management to assure that utilities and
piping are conveniently located near the
patient bed as well as near medical equipment
(such as an endoscopy cart with light source).
System size and floor space requirements
should be assessed, particularly if suctioned
fluid must be transported to disposal sites.

Today, most (about 80 percent) fluid manage-
ment costs is for canisters, with remaining cost
for waste disposal. Tremendous cost savings
can be realized if both costs are eliminated.
Advance planning can improve room efficien-
cy, reduce turnaround time and minimize
fluid management costs.”

III. Miscellaneous.

1. Accreditation and state licensure. Many 
surgery centers are state-licensed, Medicare-certi-
fied and accredited. For example, in 2005, over
4,500 ASCs were Medicare-certified.7 There are
currently approximately 5,500 to 6,000 ASCs.
Many states require ASCs to be licensed. In addi-
tion, ASCs should attempt to become accredited
by the Joint Commission, the Accreditation
Association for Ambulatory Healthcare or anoth-
er reputable accrediting agency such as the
American Association for Accreditation of
Ambulatory Surgery Facilities. Accreditation
often lets ASCs be deemed Medicare-certified, to
serve certain payors and to measure their services
and performance against national recognized
standards, thereby helping them to improve the
quality of their care. 

Speak with your state health department early on
in your development process to learn your state’s
ASC licensing requirements as each state is differ-
ent. In all cases, you will want to speak with them
very early in the process to access state require-
ments and processes, and to help avoid unexpect-
ed delays in licensure requirements.

2. Hire strong leadership; cost; timing. High-
quality management is critical to an ASC’s 
success. Many management companies offer
superior services. However, many are of little
value. All management companies are not equal.
For this reason, it is important to work with an
experienced management company that has a
proven track record of successes. Working with a
low-quality, inexperienced company will do more
harm than good. You will need to start by hiring
an administrator and director of nursing. 

It is far better to overpay the employee a bit to
hire outstanding help as a great staff is crucial to
an efficient and profitable ASC. You need not
necessarily employ your staff full-time. However,
you are best off paying your staff well and
attempting to obtain the highest quality staff —
even if highly paid on an hourly basis. It is also
critical that you treat the staff extremely well so
that you are able to recruit and retain the best
possible staff. Finding and retaining an experi-
enced and competent staff can prove challenging. 

Registered nurses can make superior administra-
tors. Experienced RNs often make great ASC
administrators. The RN must study and be inter-
ested in the business side of ASCs. Generally,

RNs are trained to be disciplined and dedicated
workers; a work ethic that carries over to the
administrator position. As such, RNs are often
vibrant and willing to contribute in many ways to
improve the surgery center. An administrator
should typically be hired four to six months
before a center intends to become operational.

Here are some insights from Roger Manning,
founder of the Manning Search Group, on the
costs and timing of hiring certain leadership:

• Base salaries can, of course, vary depending on
the geographic locations with California and cer-
tain areas of the Northeast (such as Boston) being
the most highly paid.

• On average, an owner can expect to pay an ASC
Administrator from $70,000 per year to
$110,000 for more experience. “We occasionally
will find an administrator who is paid far higher
than this, but I think it is because of close long-
term relationships with the physicians and/or the
physicians made a strong deal to get them to help
open up their ASC,” says Mr. Manning. “Multi-
site management positions will start paying in the
$110,000 range to $125,000 as their low range
and can go up to a high average of $150,000 to
$175,000. Most of my [multi-site]-type positions
are paying in the higher end due to the competi-
tive pressures to gain experience.”

• The opening of an ASC by a surgery center
management company is usually done with the
assistance of a key development manager until 30
days within the opening date. Between 30 to 60
days, “I am usually given a call to find the new
administrator,” says Mr. Manning. “If a private
group of physician investors is opening the center
without the assistance of a national management
company, they should consider hiring an admin-
istrator who has had prior ASC development
experience that will stay on as the administrator.
In this case, the hire should be done at the con-
ception of the deal.”

• Again, base salaries can vary depending on the
geographic areas of the United States. “I have
seen directors of clinical services (director of nurs-
ing) salaries vary from $55,000 in small ASCs or
single-specialty ASCs to $100,000 per year,” he
says. “I would say that owners should expect to
pay on the average $75,000 to $88,000.
Recruiting a doctor with experience from a
national competitor will probably cost you
$90,000-plus because of the highly competitive
nature of the ASC industry coupled with the
nursing shortage (especially in California).”

3. Typical problems for surgery centers. The No.
1 problem for most ASCs is the inability to 
effectively recruit the right number of physicians
and cases or the inability to obtain appropriate
commitments from their physician partners. The
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most successful centers are increasingly built
around a core group of physicians. This approach
lessens certain risks related to the center and 
clarifies the level of physician commitment. Over
time, an evolving risk in many markets relates to
the actual number of independent physicians
available for recruitment.

A second set of core risks includes overstaffing an
ASC and building a facility that is too big. The
desire of partners to have the latest and greatest
technology and equipment can quickly kill a
budget. It is often useful to have third-party input
in these decisions to help inject some rational,
efficiency-minded thought into the process.

Despite their growth throughout the country
(nearly 5,500 to 6,000 ASCs), a substantial num-
ber of ASCs still fail. The failures occur mostly
due to bad management, low-volume of cases,
poor reimbursement or overbuilding. Knowing
the risks involved in developing an ASC can help
to ensure that your ASC will prosper and not fail.
Working with experienced managers in develop-
ing a center can also help prevent failures.

Many centers also face significant risks related to
reimbursement, managed care exclusion, poor
billing and collection practices and failing to con-
tain supply and equipment costs. In essence,
because the reimbursement for procedures is
becoming less predictable, there is an extensive
need to assure that the project is well-managed
and well-thought out. A failure to do either of
these can lead to significant financial problems
for the entity. 

Turning around struggling ASCs requires many
changes.

“You must change the thinking of the partners
and staff,” says Mr. Mallon. “They need to be
open to doing things differently. True insanity is
doing the same thing over and over and expecting
different results. We must understand how we
make money and how we lose it. Every center has
losing cases, but they must be performed 
judiciously. Do a losing case in a lineup of prof-
itable cases — that is OK. Do losing cases that
have small supply costs and no implant — that is
OK. Avoid high-cost implants and surgeons who
only bring losing cases based on fully loaded 
cost analysis.”

4. Advisors, management, architects, builders
and lawyers. Given that more than 5,500 ASCs
now exist, we strongly advise that ASCs utilize
experienced advisors. Should you need recom-
mendations, please contact Scott Becker at (312)
750-6016 or at sbecker@mcguirewoods.com.

5. Establish MIS and billing systems early.
An ASC should establish its management 

information system and other operational 
systems, such as billing, materials management
and marketing. You should set up your MIS as
early as three months prior to your ASC’s 
opening. The MIS is a critical part of an ASC’s
organizational backbone and can support the
effective management of the ASC. If established
early and populated with appropriate informa-
tion, upon opening, your clinicians, front office
and management will have immediate efficiencies
scheduling surgeries, billing, performing collec-
tions, case-costing and taking inventory, among
many other tasks.

Caryl Serbin, CEO of Serbin Surgery Center
Billing, implores those planning ASCs to decide
early whether to outsource billing or handle
billing internally — an ASC should decide at
least four to six months prior to becoming opera-
tional. Further, she says, an ASC should also set
up its billing office early so that it can start billing

(and collecting) reimbursements from day one.
Another option is to outsource billing and 
collections services. If you choose to use an out-
side provider, it is advisable to also get them
involved early in the development stage in order
to expedite implementation of their systems.

Contact Scott Becker at sbecker@mcguirewoods.com
and Bart Walker at bwalker@mcguirewoods.com.
1 Intellimarker, Ambulatory Surgical Centers Financial & Operational
Benchmarking Study (2d Ed. May 2007) (“2007 ASC Study”) at p. 30.
2  Id.
3  2007 ASC Study at p. 15
4  2007 ASC Study at p. 7
5  2007 ASC Study at p. 35
6  Id.
7 2007 ASC Study at p. 7
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The 6th Annual Orthopedics, Pain Management and Spine Driven ASC Conference
provides guidance on improving the profitability of and on operating and establishing

orthopedic, pain management and spine-driven ambulatory surgery centers.

This event focuses on ASC business and legal issues. For example, presentations and
case studies will discuss successful turnarounds; start-ups and physician hospital
joint ventures; regulatory and legal issues; implant purchasing; recruiting surgeons;
revitalizing an ASC; and a wide variety of other issues. The conference also provides
insight on new procedures being handled in ASCs, including total joints to spine
procedures and to various types of pain management procedures.

The conference combines high-level views from national speakers such as Tucker
Carlson, leading political commentator and media personality, to Brian Cole, MD, a
leading national expert on cartilage restoration and advances in orthopedics; to
practical guidance from leading national experts and operators of ASCs.

More than 70 speakers will address topics such as selling an ASC, joint-venturing an
ASC, out-of-network issues, physician-hospital joint-ventures, Medicare payment
changes, managed care contracting and recruiting physicians. The event will also
include numerous case studies.

The conference will include an outstanding opportunity to share insights, learn from
and network with other orthopedic surgeons, pain management physicians and 
spine surgeons.

The conference is designed for surgeons, ASC owners and administrators, hospital
leadership and companies that work with surgery centers and hospital out-patient
departments, with a focus in the musculoskeletal area.

PRELIMINARY CONFERENCE AND 
EXHIBIT SHOW AGENDA 

Thursday, June 19, 2008
Noon-4:30 pm Exhibit Set-Up
2:00-5:00 pm Pre-Conference 

Concurrent Sessions 
5:00-7:30 pm Networking Reception and Exhibits

Friday, June 20, 2008
7:00-8:00 am Registration, Exhibits and 

Continental Breakfast 
8:00-10:30 am General Session
10:35-11:20 am Networking Break and Exhibits

11:20 am-12:30 pm Concurrent Sessions
12:15 -1:30 pm Networking Lunch and Exhibits
1:30-2:45 pm Concurrent Sessions
2:45-3:45 pm Networking Break 

and Exhibits
3:45-5:30 pm Concurrent Sessions
5:30 -7:00 pm Networking Reception and Exhibits

Saturday, June 21, 2008
7:30 -8:30 am Registration, Exhibits and 

Continental Breakfast
8:30-10:25 am General Session

10:30 am-12:55 pm Concurrent Sessions
1:00 pm Meeting Adjourns

Visit www.beckersasc.com or call (800) 417-2035

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Tucker Carlson

Tucker Carlson

Hear Tucker Carlson Speak Friday, June 20, 2008:

The Political Landscape, Healthcare and ASCs

Keynote speaker Tucker Carlson is the host of MSNBC’s Tucker,
a fast paced, no-holds-barred conversation about the day’s
developments in news, politics, world issues and pop culture.
A longtime magazine and newspaper journalist, Carlson offers
insights on “The Political Landscape, Healthcare and ASCs.”

Thank you to our Senior Level Sponsor: VMG Health
Visit: www.vmghealth.com Email: osullivan@vmghealth.com
Phone: 214-369-4888Leading Valuation Firm Serving ASCs



FRIDAY, JUNE 20, 2008

8:00 – 8:55 am
The Political Landscape, Healthcare and ASCs
Tucker Carlson, Noted Political Columnist and TV Commentator

9:00 – 9:40 am
Using Orthopedics, Spine and Pain Management to Turn Around and
Drive an ASC’s Success – 3 Key Tips: Great Recruiting, Outstanding
Operations and Intelligent Case Management
Brent Lambert, MD, FACS, Principal, Ambulatory Surgical Centers of America

9:45 – 10:35 am
Key Clinical Developments That Will Transform Orthopedic Surgery
Brian Cole, MD, MBA, Professor, Departments of Orthopedics and Anatomy 

and Cell Biology, Section of Sports Medicine; Section Head, Cartilage 
Restoration Center at Rush University Medical Center

10:35 – 11:20 am – Exhibits Open

11:20 – 11:55 am   
Spine Surgery as a Core Driver in Multispecialty ASC
Jim Lynch, MD, Chairman, Director of SpineNevada and Surgery Center of 

Reno; Director of Spine Services, Regent Surgical Health

11:55 am – 12:30 pm
Managed Care Contracting for Orthopedic, Pain Management and
Spine Driven ASCs
Naya Kehayes, MPH, CEO, Eveia Health Consulting and Management

12:15 – 1:30 pm – Networking Lunch & Exhibits

1:30 – 2:05 pm – Concurrent Sessions
A. Why On Site Leadership is Critical to an ASC’s Success: How to
Hire Great Administrators and Empower the Same
Thomas Michaud, Chairman/CEO, Foundation Surgery Affiliates

1:30 – 2:45 pm
B. Billing, Coding, Collecting and Contracting for Ortho, Spine and
Pain Management Driven ASCs – A 75-Minute Workshop
Caryl Serbin, RN, BSN, LHRM, President/Founder, Surgery Consultants of 

America, Serbin Surgery Center Billing

1:30 – 2:05 pm
C. Maintaining Successful Physician Investor Relationships Over a
Long Period
Jack Jensen, MD, Athletic Orthopedics and Knee Center

D. Building a Private Orthopedic Practice in the Context of an
Academic Medical Center
Dennis Viellieu, Midwest Orthopedics at Rush

E. Five Creative Strategies to Overlay Orthopedic Service Lines in a
Struggling ASC
Darin Jay Hill, MBA, Chief Development Officer, Titan Health Corporation

2:10 – 2:45 pm 
A. Keeping the Team Together – A Case Study on Keeping an
Orthopedic and Pain Driven ASC Profitable and Managing Conflicts
Tom Yerden, CEO/Founder, TRY Health Care Solutions

C. Contracting for Spine Cases: Get Excellent Reimbursement and Do
Not Pay Too Much for Implants
John Caruso, MD, Neurosurgeon and President of Parkway Spine Surgery Center, 

Beth Johnson, Vice President Clinical Systems and Elizabeth Smallwood, 
Vice President of Contracting and Reimbursement, Blue Chip Surgical Partners

D. Pain Management in ASCs – Yes, Pain Management Can Still be a
Key Leader for ASCs
Amy Gail Mowles, CEO/Administrator, Mowles Medical Practice Management, LLC

E. Using Financial Benchmarking to Measure and Enhance the 
Value of an ASC
Jon O'Sullivan, Senior Principal, VMG Health

2:45 – 3:45 pm – Exhibits Open

CONFERENCE PROGRAM

THURSDAY, JUNE 19, 2008

Track A - Establishing Orthopedic-Driven ASCs, Pain Management and Physician
Hospital Driven ASCs
Track B - Turning Around ASCs; Establishing a Spine Driven ASC; CMS
Reimbursement Issues for Orthopedics
Track C - The Intersection of Health Care and Wall Street; An Analysis for the
Next Five Years for ASCs; 3 Quick Methods to Add Profits to an ASC
Track D - Reducing Operating Room Costs, Medical Devices and Implants,
The X Stop Procedure  

2:00 – 2:55 pm
A. A Case Study Approach to Building an ASC Around Orthopedics: What
Works and What Does Not
Brent Lambert, MD, FACS, Principal, Ambulatory Surgical Centers of America

B. Successful Strategies and Methods to Use Orthopedics, Spine and Pain
Management to Pump New Life Into a Multispecialty ASC
Tom Mallon, CEO/Founder, Regent Surgical Health

C. The Intersection of Health Care and Wall Street: How the Capital
Markets View ASCs and Health Care
John C. Riddle, Managing Director, Dresner Partners

D. Handling Spine Procedures in ASCs 
Russ Greene, RN, CEO, Physicians’ Surgery Center and John Caruso, MD, Neurosurgeon 

and President of Parkway Spine Surgery Center

3:00 – 3:30 pm
A. Pain Management in ASCs: A Clinical and Business View
Scott Glaser, MD, DABIPP, FIPP,  Pain Specialists of Greater Chicago

3:00 – 3:55 pm
B. Building a Spine Driven ASC – The Chesterfield Surgery Center
George Goodwin, Chief Development Officer, Symbion, Inc., and 

Brett A. Taylor, MD, The Orthopedic Center of St. Louis

C. 3 Different Methods to Improve Profits Quickly in an ASC – A Panel Discussion
Brent Ashby, Administrator, Audubon Surgery Center; Steve Burton, Ion Healthcare; 

and Bob Wood, Acclarent Inc.; moderated by Tom Yerden, TRY Healthcare

D. The X Stop Procedure: A New Outpatient Treatment of Spinal Stenosis 
David J. Abraham, MD, The Reading Head, Neck and Spine Center

3:30 – 4:00 pm
A. Developing a Consistent Model for Success: Why What Works in One
Market Often Works in Other Markets
Ajay Mangal, MD, MBA, President/CEO, and Don Jansen, Vice President Marketing 

and Development, Prexus Health Partners

4:00 – 5:00 pm
A. Developing and Managing a Physician Hospital Joint-Venture
Joe Zasa, CEO, Woodrum ASD

B. The Impact of the New CMS Payment System on Orthopedics and Pain
Management
Greg Cunniff, CFO, National Surgical Care

C. A Strategic Analysis for ASCs and Physician Owned Hospitals: What
Works, and What Does Not
Scott Becker, JD, CPA, Partner, McGuireWoods, LLP

D. Developing a Spine-Driven ASC
Jeff Leland, CEO/Founder, and Richard Roski, MD, MBA, Neurosurgeon, Chief 

Medical Officer, Blue Chip Surgical Partners 

5:00 – 7:30 pm – Networking Reception & Exhibits

FRIDAY, JUNE 20, 2008

7:00 – 8:00 am – Registration & Continental Breakfast

General Session

8:00 am
Introductions
Scott Becker, JD, CPA, Partner, McGuireWoods, LLP

Visit www.beckersasc.com or call (800) 417-2035
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SATURDAY, JUNE 21, 2008

9:50 – 10:25 am
Building an ASC Around Orthopedics, Spine and Pain Management
Tom Mallon, CEO/Founder, Regent Surgical Health

10:30 – 11:00 am – Concurrent Sessions
A. Utilizing Customer and Patient Surveys to Enhance Operations
Larry Teuber, MD, Physician Executive, Black Hills Surgery Center, President, 

Medical Facilities Corporation

B. Financing and Recapitalizations for ASCs and Specialty Hospitals
Ken Seip, Vice President, CitiCapital; Anthony Mai, Vice President, CIT 

Healthcare; William M. Karnes, Chief Financial Officer, Regent Surgical 
Health; Don Ensing and Bart Walker, McGuireWoods, LLP

C. Advanced Case Costing: Using Case Costing to Implement Strategy
and plans for Orthopedics, Spine and Pain Management
Susan Kizirian, Vice President, Ambulatory Surgical Centers of America

D. Develop and Operate a Successful Spine Center of Excellence in
Any Setting
Marcy Rogers, CEO, SpineMark Corporation

11:05 – 11:35 am 
A. 6 Keys to Making a Physician Hospital Orthopedic Joint Venture
Successful Plus Handling Total Joints in ASCs
James Caillouette, MD, Orange County Orthopedic Surgery

B. Overview of the Medical Malpractice Insurance Market: The Use
of Captives and Other Strategies for Orthopedic and Neuro Groups
and Related Facilities
Pat Sedlak, Director, and Frank Dodaro, Chairman, AON

C. 10 Ways to Maximize the Use of Your ASC’s IT System
Scott Palmer, Source Medical, and Melody Mena, Administrative Director, 

Surgery Center at Mount Zion

D. Healthcare Real Estate Decisions
Bruce Bright, Director of Business Development, The Sanders Trust

11:35 – 12:10 pm 
A. Physician-owned Hospitals: The Benefits and the Business Case
John Rex-Waller, CEO, National Surgical Hospitals

B. Out of Network – Can Your Business Still Utilize Out of Network as an
Option – How Insurers are Fighting with ASCs and Imaging Facilities
Tom Pliura, MD, JD

C. The New Jersey Codey Case and Other Attacks on Physician
Ownership of ASCs and Hospitals – A Panel Discussion
Scott Becker, Amber Walsh and Gretchen Heinze, McGuireWoods, LLP

D. Using Healthcare Information Technology and Implementing
Strategies to Improve the Revenue (i.e., cash) Cycle for ASCs – Revenue
Cycle Management and Automation
Azadeh Farahmand, CEO, GHN-Online

12:15 – 12:55 pm 
A. Physician-owned Hospitals at the Crossroads: How to Stop the
Government from Killing Innovation
Molly Sandvig, Executive Director, Physician Hospitals of America

B. Physician Owned Community Hospitals – How to Design and
Complete a Hospital
Michael S. McCoy, Senior Vice President Operations, Neuterra Healthcare

C. Sales and Syndications of ASCs: Tips for Succes
Steven Rosenbaum, CPA, The Bloom Organization

D. ASC Real Estate: Understanding Your Options – What to Consider
When Developing an Orthopedic Driven ASC or Specialty Hospital or
Orthopedic Driven MOB
Todd E. Larson, AIA, Principal, Marasco and Associates, and Christopher 
M. Bowen, Chief Development Officer, Marshall Erdmann and Associates

1:00 pm – Meeting Adjourns

FRIDAY, JUNE 20, 2008

3:45 – 4:20 pm 
A. Revitalizing ASCs – A Case Study
Bill Southwick, President/CEO, HealthMark Partners

B. 5 Tips to an Outstanding and Cost Effective Staff: Staffing Strategies for ASCs
Ann Geier, RN, MS, CNOR, CASC, Vice President of Operations, Ambulatory 

Surgery Centers of America

C. Should You Sell Your ASC – Assessing Your Value and the Pros and Cons
Kenneth Hancock, President/Chief Development Officer, Meridian Surgical Partners

D. How An ASC Can Thrive with Physicians, a Hospital and Management
Company: Tips for Success and How to Avoid Problems
Monica Cintado, Senior VP, USPI

E. Ownership and Financing of Your Medical Real Estate – Finding the
Optimal Solutions
Jack Amormino, President/CEO, American Medical Buildings, and John Daly, 

Vice President, Healthcare Services, McShane Construction Corporation

4:20 – 4:55 pm 
A. How a Hospital Partner Can Add Stability and Help an Orthopedic
Driven Center Excel
Tom Lorish, MD and Miriam Odermann, CEO/Administrator, Ambulatory 

Services Division, Providence Health System – Oregon

B. Successful Approaches to Investment and Portfolio Management
Robert S. Burnstine, Portolio Manager, Harris Associates, LP

C. Post Acquisition Success with a Corporate Partner
Richard D. Pence, President/Chief Operating Officer, National Surgical Care

D. Acquiring an ASC or Interests in an ASC – Due Diligence and Trouble
Shooting
Darlene Johnson and Jeff Peo, Vice Presidents, Ambulatory Surgery Centers of America

4:20 – 5:30 pm 
E. Legal Issues for ASCs – A 70-Minute Discussion – Regulatory Issues
and Common Litigation Issues
Scott Becker and Jeff Clark, McGuireWoods, LLP

4:55 – 5:30 pm 
A. How to Improve My Center Monday Morning: Leadership Tips from
Industry Experts
Joe Zasa, CEO Woodrum ASD; Bill Southwick, CEO HealthMark; Kenneth 

Hancock, President, Chief Development Officer, Meridian Surgical 
Partners; Moderated by Tom Yerden, CEO/Founder, TRY Healthcare

B. Payor Contracting with Carve Outs for Orthopedic and Pain
Robyn Finnegan, Vice President/Managed Care, Prexus Health Partners

C. Recruiting New Physicians to ASCs
Chris Bishop, Vice President Business Development, Ambulatory Surgical 

Centers of America;  Kristian Werling, McGuireWoods, LLC; and 
Ronald E. Lundeen Jr., Associate, McGuireWoods, LLP

D. Core Tips and Strategies to Succeed with Orthopedics and Neurosurgery
Mike Lipomi, CEO/Founder, RMC Medstone

5:30 – 7:00 pm – Networking Reception & Exhibits

SATURDAY, JUNE 21, 2008

7:30 – 8:30 am – Continental Breakfast

8:30 – 9:10 am
How to Implement Macro Industry Trends and How to Assess and
Implement Them on a Center By Center Level
Cliff Adlerz, President/COO, Symbion, Inc.

9:10 – 9:50 am
Current Opportunities and Challenges in the ASC Industry
Mike Snow, CEO, Surgical Care Affiliates, LLC

Visit www.beckersasc.com or call (800) 417-2035
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This article provides insight into four different
concepts to strategically attack and manage
operations in a surgery center.1 The four corner-

stones are derived from a Harvard Business Review
article, “The Four Principles of Enduring Success.” The
author, Christian Stadler, studied successful European
corporations to determine why they have consistently
performed well as compared to peers in their 
industry. His study identified four characteristics of the
best companies:

• Exploit your existing strengths and assets before 
you explore new business lines,

• diversify your assets,
• remember your mistakes, and
• make big changes slowly and conservatively.

Mr. Stadler notes that “[t]he outstanding companies in
our sample survived and prevailed during the Great
Depression, two world wars, and two energy crises, not
to mention the advent of the telephone, the television,
and the computer.” This article examines those four
principles as they apply to the surgery center industry. 

1. Exploit before you explore. A surgery center

or other business should first endeavor to
understand its own strengths in its business
and build on those strengths. Exploring or
seeking out new assets or service lines can be
expensive and can be a risky process. Great
companies are good at growing by enhancing
or taking advantage of their existing strengths.
As Mr. Stadler found: 

Though they did not neglect exploration, as
a strategy the gold medalists consistently
chose to pursue exploitation efforts over
exploration initiatives. ... In other words,
great companies don’t innovate their way to
growth — they grow by efficiently exploiting
the fullest potential of existing innovations.

ASCs can readily apply this principle. For
example, before building a second facility, it
might make much greater efforts to maximize
the volumes at its existing facility. Further,
management might ask: Does the center have
great staff or is it particularly strong in certain
types of procedures? If a center has advantages
in providing certain types of procedures, before

seeking to add new service lines or types of
procedures, it should ascertain whether it is
fully profiting and fully exploiting success in
those particular areas. Are there more proce-
dures that could be done by the same physi-
cians at the center? Can you cut costs on the
cases that you are performing at the center? Are
there additional physicians in the same special-
ties that are available for recruitment? In
essence, before you conduct research and
development to seek out the next new business
idea or the next type of procedure, a surgery
center should first explore how to further prof-
it from its existing physicians and the types of
procedures it is currently performing. 

Successful surgery centers have exploited their
existing assets before expending resources to
explore for new innovations. According to
Michael Weaver, vice president of acquisitions
and development for Symbion, a national out-
patient surgery center and hospital-physician
joint-venture company based in Nashville,
Tenn., this principle was successfully applied

Four Cornerstones to Strategic 
Planning for Ambulatory Surgery Centers
By Scott Becker, JD, CPA, and Nancy Temple, JD, CPA
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when Symbion acquired a surgery center in the
St. Louis area several years ago. Relying on the
same core base of physicians, Symbion closed that
particular center and relocated it to a preferable
site to maximize profits. Symbion also noted that
the physicians at the center had strong, positive 
relationships with other physicians in the area, so
Symbion capitalized on those relationships by
developing a new spine center using the services
of the original physicians’ friends and colleagues. 

Larry D. Taylor, president, CEO, founder and
developer of Practice Partners, a privately held
business based in Alabama providing manage-
ment and operational services to surgery centers
across the country, notes that the industry’s resyn-
dication process of the physician partnership
groups is an example of surgery centers building
off of their existing physician assets instead of
exploring for new ones. Mr. Taylor further
emphasizes that the ability of his company to
manage and process quickly all of the details
required for syndications regulatory licensing and
accreditation has saved substantial sums and time
for its clients, an example of Practice Partners
maximizing its assets to process that information
and provide prompt profit enhancing services 
for centers. 

Similarly, Woodrum/Ambulatory Surgery Dev-
elopment identifies its core assets as managing
and operating surgery centers. When the 

surgery center market changed in the mid-1990s
and shifted to hospital-physician joint ventures,
the principals of Woodrum ASD sold their prior
surgery center business in which they were the
primary owners and started a new national sur-
gery center management business in which they
were minority owners. As Joseph Zasa, JD, a part-
ner and the CEO of Woodrum/ASD explains,
Woodrum/ASD did not start from scratch; it
hired many qualified people from the partners’
prior business experience and used the prior
knowledge about operating surgery centers and
refined those systems, focusing on the same mar-
ket but improving upon those systems based
upon past industry experience. 

Perhaps the epitome of the exploitation of exist-
ing assets is Surgical Care Affiliates, which was
created as a stand-alone business when
HealthSouth’s Surgery Division was acquired in
2007. As SCA’s CEO and President Mike Snow
explains, SCA’s entire investment model was built
around using an existing portfolio and applying
management expertise in an effort to improve
results. In essence, before entering into new busi-
nesses, its core goal was to improve and enhance
its existing portfolio of ASCs. 

2. Diversify. Successful companies diversify
their business portfolio. While these companies
focus on their core strengths and are not 
conglomerates, they diversify their exposure to

economic downturns by branching into related
businesses and by spreading their business geo-
graphically. Historically, companies that focus on
a single business tend to be relatively short-lived
because once the cycle for that particular business
has matured, it typically must merge or be sold to
avoid closure. Good companies avoid this risk 
by evolving their core strengths into a 
diversified portfolio. 

Moreover, successful companies diversify risk by
maintaining a broad range of vendors and 
customers to avoid dependence on any single
relationship. Diversification is therefore relevant
to both the revenue and supply sides of the sur-
gery center business. Mr. Taylor notes that
Practice Partners’ use of new and refurbished
equipment adds value and reduces costs. Mr. Zasa
preaches diversification, or different “pipelines”
so as not to put all of Woodrum/ASD’s eggs in
one basket, operating approximately twenty-five
centers across the country. Similarly, Mr. Snow
reports that they “look at the portfolio like a
pipe” and try to continually fill the pipe. Mr.
Weaver notes that the recent CMS changes in
reimbursement are an example of an economic
change that the diversified Symbion was well
equipped to handle, and even positively impacted
Symbion, due to its diversified centers across
multiple specialties. 

As you look at your portfolio of business, consider
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whether there is the ability to develop adjacent
lines of business or alternative suppliers. As an
example, if a center is heavily dependent upon
two physicians, in addition to striving to develop
a strong relationship with those physicians and
their business, a center likely should try and
recruit additional physicians to reduce its reliance
upon just two physicians. Further, if all of a 
surgery center’s business is in one specialty, it
makes sense not only to exploit further that line
of business but also to identify additional lines of
business for that center. 

The same principle applies for a surgery center’s 
supply side. It is important to support existing
employees who are indispensable by recruiting
more employees to have some redundancy and
strength. Additionally, if a center spends a signif-
icant amount on one type of medical device or on
one type of implant or product, it makes sense to
nurture multiple supply sources, particularly if
there are any challenges in accessing the product. 

3. Remember your mistakes. The best
operators in almost any business have an uncan-
ny ability not to repeat the same mistake twice. It
is often said that making a mistake is fine —
indeed, in order to grow and learn, companies
need to make mistakes. However, making the
same mistake over and over again can doom a
business, and the best companies learn from and
exploit their mistakes. Mr. Stadler notes in his
study that the great companies had a practice of
telling and retelling stories about their mistakes as
a teaching technique and not to forget their 
mistakes so as to learn their lesson. 

Indeed, Mr. Zasa claims that the “best thing that
ever happened to us [Woodrum/ASD]” could 
be characterized as a “mistake.” When
Woodrum/ASD lost the renewal of a contract, it
realized that was not demonstrating to the physi-
cians the value that Woodrum/ASD put into each
of its centers. Once they worked more closely
with the center staff and formalized the systems
to show the value added, Woodrum/ASD went
from good to great results, expanding its centers
by threefold. 

Here, this concept is notable in the overall sur-
gery center industry. Initially, years ago, surgery
centers were often developed without incorporat-
ing “noncompete covenants.” After the initial
excitement of recruiting a number of physicians
to invest in a surgery center, as the business
evolved and the surgery center became successful,
the most successful physicians often left the cen-
ter to develop their own surgery center. Now sur-
gery center developers recognize that they need to
incorporate covenants not to compete in all sur-
gery center transactions. 

Second, center developers often make the mistake
of being committed to a particular physician
based on that physician’s statistical credentials,
without considering the physician’s reputation or
ability to work with patients, center owners and

others. When surgery centers enter into transac-
tions with such difficult professionals, perform-
ance often is poor. This can be because he or she
has an unprofessional attitude towards others or
because he or she can choose not to bring cases to
the surgery center. The mistake is not to fall in
love with a physician simply based on paper 
statistics. The physician must be qualified in all
aspects, including the ability to work with others,
and should not be just a high-volume producer 
of cases. 

There are many types of mistakes that can be
made in operating a surgery center, as in operat-
ing any business. The goal is to remember such

mistakes so that they are not made again. In
essence, one of the terrific executives we work
with, Tom Mallon, the CEO of Regent Surgical
Health, often says to his colleagues, “Please make
new mistakes — don’t make the same old 
mistakes.” Mr. Weaver chimes in that, “if you are
not trying hard, you would not be making a 
few mistakes.” 

4. Don’t make big changes quickly.
This cornerstone dictates that companies should
approach change conservatively. Change is
important and necessary to grow but how great
companies manage change is critical to their level
of success. Mr. Stadler’s study found that “[g]reat
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situations it may make more sense to conduct
individual discussions with the physicians to
explain the purpose of the proposed changes 
and to gauge the reaction to such changes. In
essence, leaders may want to approach such
changes slowly. 

Mr. Taylor echoes this approach as the leader of
Practice Partners by emphasizing that change
should be “thoughtful” and all of the conse-
quences of a proposed change should be well
thought out, including the impact to a clinical
outcome and physician acceptance. For example,
Mr. Taylor notes that a change in a vendor, equip-
ment or process will be ineffective if it does not
improve the clinical outcome and if physicians do
not accept and implement the change. 

The same concept of making changes conserva-
tively often applies to large expansions of busi-
nesses or acquisitions. A typical surgery center
may work extremely well with ten to fifteen com-
mitted investors, but when merged with another
center that results in a shareholder base of twenty
to thirty investors. This may diffuse responsibili-
ty and will often substantially increase overhead.
These immediate impacts can be devastating to a
surgery center if those changes are not managed
appropriately. In short, while it is critical not to
be stagnant, simultaneously, it is critical not to
make big changes without proper efforts to assure
that the business is secure and that the key people
that will be involved in the changes have fully
bought into the concept. 

Mr. Snow comments, however, that SCA distin-
guishes between strategic changes and tactical
changes, such as outsourcing non-core business
functions, improving the financial close process
and focusing on supply chain initiatives to
improve results. SCA strives to implement 
aggressively the tactical changes to achieve
prompt results.

Conclusion
Overall, Mr. Stadler “observed that companies
have to work very, very hard to adhere to the four
principles in the face of the constant temptation
to diverge from them.” (“The Four Principles of
Enduring Success,” page 2.) In short, these four
cornerstones, strategically applied consistently to
surgery centers, can help centers go from good to
great results.

Contact Scott Becker at sbecker@mcguirewoods.com
and Nancy Temple at nancytemple@sbcglobal.net.

1 This article also relied on insights provided by the following industry
leaders: Joe Zasa, the CEO of Woodrum/ASD; Larry Taylor, the president
and CEO of Practice Partners; Mike Weaver, senior vice president at
Symbion; Mike Snow, CEO of SCA; and Tom Mallon, CEO of Regent
Surgical Health.

companies ... go through radical change only at
very selective moments in their history ... They
use their core values and principles as guidelines
and approach change in a culturally sensitive
manner that requires patience to work through.” 

In many surgery centers and similar service
providers, situations have occurred where the
leadership of the center or business has great clar-
ity as to where they want to lead the organization.
However, some leaders fail to take into account
their entire constituency and attempt to move the
organization through change far too rapidly or
abruptly for many of their colleagues to follow.
One particular example typically arises in the
amendment of operating agreements of share-
holder groups. In attempting to impose stricter or

more precise rules, e.g., adopting clearer and
imposing higher hurdles for redemption events or
redemption pricing or adopting stricter noncom-
pete covenants, leaders may attempt to push the
remainder of the shareholder group very quickly
to accept such changes. Physician shareholders,
rather than understanding the potential overall
benefit to the center and thus to themselves, may
perceive any such proposed change as an event
that causes them to “punch out of” or exit the
venture entirely. They react prematurely to the
proposed change, which may be perceived as
being too drastic, and seek to leave the venture
and be redeemed. Rather than announcing and
demanding immediate acceptance to such
changes to an operating agreement, in many 
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Stephanie Wasek: Can you summarize
briefly what CareCredit offers both practices
and patients?

Rob Morris: CareCredit lets patients pay their
current bills in full immediately with the use of
interest-free and low-interest extended monthly
payment plans. ASCs get paid in two business
days with no responsibility if the patient delays 
or defaults. 

SW: So when patients want to have truly 
elective procedures, such as cosmetic surgery or
LASIK, these plans can help. How much of a
problem is this for patients with commercial
insurance carriers?

RM: They’re requiring patients to shoulder more
of the load now. When a patient shows up at the
front door of an ASC, he might be faced with
large deductible, co-pay or self-pay fee that he
didn’t realize he was responsible for. Deductibles
are going up, too: The patient might have to
come up with $2,000, $5,000, even $10,000 and

facility fees can, of course, range from a 
few hundred to thousands, depending on 
the procedure.

While the office may have tried to get in touch
with the patient and let him know he’s got a
$1,200 deductible for the facility fee, that can be
tough to do. On the day of the procedure, he’s
informed he owes $1,200. Or your office reaches
the patient and, when he finds out he’s going to
have to pay that money, doesn’t show up the day
of surgery.

SW: Let’s say he does show up. What does an
ASC typically do?

RM: Most ASCs can accept cash, check, Visa,
MasterCard — that sort of thing. The problem
there is that, statistically, most people are maxed
out on their credit cards. The average American
has about $300 available credit on consumer
cards and can’t comfortably write a check for
more than $500 out of their monthly cash 
flow. So a patient likely can’t write a check for
$1,200, either.

Spotlight On: A Better Way to Collect Fees
An interview with Rob Morris

SW: Why can’t the ASC just set up a monthly
payment plan directly with the patient? That
way, you don’t have to send him away, create a
hole in the surgery schedule, upset the surgeon.

RM: Well, many do, but what generally ends up
happening is that, whether you give the patient
30 days or three months, you don’t get paid,
because you already performed the service.

On average, ASCs receive 79 cents on every 
dollar of A/R, and you lose 1 percent of value on
your outstanding cash every month. In these cases
it typically takes about 76 days to be paid in full
from date of treatment. Beyond 90 days, your
chances of recouping your money fall to 20 
percent. Beyond 100 days, that money is 
generally uncollectible. 

Then you factor in the time and money you
spend to devote staff to following up on the
accounts. No one — staff or patients — enjoys
being on either end of a collection call. Is 
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that really what you want to have your staff 
doing anyhow?

The fact is, you’ve already extended service, and
on average, people have 42 bills a month to pay.
Healthcare is going to come last on that list, so it’s
key that you be paid at the time of service, as 
happens in any other business.

CareCredit gives the patient another payment
option, a new line of credit strictly for healthcare
that’s low-interest or interest-free. It’s owned by
GE, and patients are going to receive a statement
just like for a credit card; they’ll pay it because
they know it’s going to affect their credit scores.

SW: What are the advantages, then, of partner-
ing with CareCredit for this difficult area of the
ASC business?

RM: It reduces risk and costs of carrying
accounts receivable, increases cash flow, and elim-
inates outsourcing and resultant fees to outside
billing and collection agencies. We give the ASC
its fee in two business days via electronic transfer. 

When you consider that, for example, we charge
5 percent to the practice when it offers the 90
days, no-interest option, that’s a lot more money
coming in for the ASC. Say you want to offer
patients more time — it’s 6.9 percent of what’s
charged for six months interest-free. That’s 95 or
93.1 cents on the dollar guaranteed in two days,
compared with 79 cents recouped two-and-a-half
months out.

The other thing we have found is that ASCs who
offer CareCredit decrease A/R by about 38 per-
cent overall. That’s a huge increase in cash flow;
the ASC gets its full fee up front, and is charged
a merchant fee at the end of the next statement
period. (Most accountants like to see the full fee
remitted to the ASC for accounting purposes, so
that’s how we designed it, rather than taking the
fee out up front.)

SW: So when a facility offers CareCredit, how
does it work in practice?

RM: Well, the facility enrolls and gets trained in
CareCredit, and decides what kinds of plans it’s

willing to offer. There are interest-free plans for
three, six, 12 and 18 months, and low-interest
plans for two to five years.

So when a patient comes in, is responsible for a
large fee and decides CareCredit is his best
option, he fills out a quick, quarter-page form.
One of the facility staff inputs the information
and amount requested to CareCredit online and
gets a decision in 10 seconds. We typically
approve 55 to 57 percent of applicants for some
amount of money. Only about 27 percent of
applicants are approved for new credit cards. So
it’s likely patients will be approved for this line of
healthcare credit, and the facility will be able to
do the procedure and keep the day running
smoothly while ensuring it gets paid and 
increases cash flow. 

Mr. Morris is the vice president of marketing at
CareCredit, a GE Money Company. CareCredit is
the nation’s leading patient financing program.
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Since the administering of safe and effective
anesthesia is such an essential component
of the procedures performed in your ASC,

you should approach the decision of who will
provide anesthesia to your patients with due 
diligence. Here are three best practices offered by
Robert Welti, MD, medical director and 
administrator of the Santa Barbara (Calif.)
Surgery Center, to help you identify and attract
the right anesthesia provider to your ASC. 

1. Make your ASC an appealing setting for 
anesthesiologists. Your ASC will likely compete
with hospitals for the service of anesthesia groups.
If these groups use a salary system based on anesthe-
sia unit production, they may look for reasons to
stay with “big unit” cases such as cardiac procedures
or neurosurgery performed in the hospital even if
they find working at your facility more enjoyable.
You must make sure your ASC remains an 
attractive setting for anesthesia providers or risk
overpaying for services.

“If your cases are scheduled back to back with little
down time and volume is consistent, your ASC 
will be a very attractive location,” Welti says.
“Conversely, lots of down time between cases, slow

days, and a shortage of anesthesia practitioners in
the area could render the center subject to demands
for anesthesia stipends.”  

2. Find anesthesia care fit for your ASC. Despite the
advances in anesthesia pharmacology, the skills and
attitudes of successful hospital-based anesthesiolo-
gists may not always transfer to the ASC setting,
Welti says. If practitioners cannot adapt their servic-
es to your setting, do not hesitate to find an option
that better suits the efficiency of your ASC.

“Whereas the number one priority in both hospital
and ASC setting is patient safety, the ASC anesthesia
practitioner must provide this safety in a highly effi-
cient setting where turnover time, cost effectiveness,
and a more personalized service to both patient and
surgeon play a much larger role,” he says.   

3. Don’t overlook the service provided by your
anesthesiologists. As ASCs perform new and more
complex procedures, ASC anesthesia providers
must also adapt and tackle this new challenge. It is
important to recognize their efforts in maintaining
the high quality of care offered by your center.

“As ASC administrators, we must not lose sight of
the incredible job that our anesthesia practitioners do

3 Best Practices for Better Outpatient Anesthesia
By Rob Kurtz

with respect to handling the increasingly aging and
physically challenged patient population that we
now accept into our facilities,” Welti says. 

Although you may struggle to secure an optimum
small, core group of anesthesia practitioners who
limit themselves to the ambulatory setting and
understand the priorities of ASCs, you can make
small or large gestures to keep your ASC as an
attractive source of business for anesthesiologists. 

“In the ideal world, the ASC would … provide to
the practitioners some sort of incentive to ‘sign-on’
to the mission of the center and align their 
common interests,” Welti says. “Such incentive
could range from the very simple, such as the all too
often missing expression of appreciation for the
services provided, to the more complicated, such as
ownership positions when permitted by state or
federal law.” 

Contact Rob at rob@beckersasc.com.

Note: This article shares some of the thoughts and
insights from a larger article discussing clinical and 
business issues in ambulatory anesthesia that will appear
in the May/June issue of the Becker’s ASC Review. 
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After several years of insurance companies
aggressively setting limiting rates as to what
they will pay out-of-network providers,

New York has launched an investigation into
whether insurance companies are unfairly setting
those rates and causing patients to pay dispropor-
tionately high amounts of provider bills. Health
insurers are being probed as part of a healthcare
industry-wide investigation to determine whether
they have schemed to “defraud consumers by
manipulating reimbursement rates,” according to
the N.Y. Attorney General’s Office. 

A six-month investigation found that Ingenix, the
nation’s largest provider of healthcare billing infor-
mation, “operates a defective and manipulated data-
base that most major health insurance companies
use to set reimbursement rates for out-of-network
medical expenses.” Further, the investigation found
that two subsidiaries of United “dramatically under-
reimbursed their members for out-of-network med-
ical expenses by using data provided by Ingenix,”
according to a release.

As a result, state Attorney General Andrew M.
Cuomo has issued 16 subpoenas to the largest insur-
ers in the country, including Aetna, Cigna, and

Empire BlueCross BlueShield; he has announced
that he intends to file suit against Ingenix, its 
parent UnitedHealth Group and three additional
subsidiaries. 

In one example cited by the attorney general’s office,
United insurers knew most simple doctor visits cost
$200, but claimed to members that the typical rate
was only $77 — a rate manipulated to be “remark-
ably lower than the actual cost of typical medical
expenses,” despite the fact the Ingenix database was
supposed to be used to calculate a “reasonable and
customary” rate. The insurers then applied the con-
tractual reimbursement rate of 80 percent, covering
only $62 for a $200 bill, and leaving the patient to
cover the $138 balance. 

Further, “When members complained their medical
costs were unfairly high, the United insurers hid
their connection to Ingenix by claiming the rate was
the product of ‘independent research,’” says the
attorney general’s office. This created “concern that
the company’s ownership of Ingenix created a clear
conflict of interest because their relationship gave
Ingenix an incentive to set rates that benefited
United and its subsidiaries.” 

The Empire Strikes Back: N.Y. Probes Underpayments 
by Insurers to Out-of-Network Providers, Patients
By Stephanie Wasek

Interestingly enough, New York is the same state
that is aggressively attacking centers that may be
waiving or reducing out-of-network payments. On
the positive side, this is one of the few situations
we’re aware of where a state is actually taking issue
with insurance company underpayments. 

Contact Stephanie at stephanie@beckersasc.com.

ON THE WEB
• Press release from N.Y. Attorney 

General’s Office
http://www.oag.state.ny.us/press/
2008/feb/feb13a_08.html

• Notice of proposed litigation
http://www.oag.state.ny.us/press/
2008/feb/UnitedHealthcare.pdf

• Audio of Mr. Cuomo’s announcement of 
the investigation results and subpoenas
http://www.oag.state.ny.us/press/
audio/2-13-08.mp3
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Aetna has announced that it will delay its
plans to institute a new policy under which
the insurer would cover monitored anesthe-

sia care only for high-risk patients, according to the
company’s web site. 

Aetna came under scrutiny from GI groups when it
announced this policy in December; critics said the
insurer was prioritizing profits over patient safety and
that the policy would negatively impact colorectal
screening rates. Further, they said the new policy
would take patient-care decision-making out of the
hands of physicians. Finally, critics said that Aetna’s
policy, which would have restricted when the insurer
covered the use of the anesthesia drug propofol,
would have forced organizations performing colono-
scopies to limit when patients could receive the drug. 

“Not all patients can be sedated with moderate seda-
tion,” noted Nicholas LaRusso, MD, the president of
the American Gastroenterological Association
Institute, in a letter to Aetna dated Jan. 25.
“Anesthesiologists are necessary for patients who need
deep sedation with propofol, but whose gastroenterol-
ogists aren’t trained to administer deep sedation.”

The inability of providers to offer the powerful 
sedation drug, would discourage patients from
undergoing colonoscopy, he posited. As a result of
the AGA letter and outcry from providers, the 
policy — which had an implementation date of
April 1 — will now be delayed until patient-friendly

alternatives that do not require the added expense of
an anesthesiologist become available.

“We have determined that in those few markets where
monitored anesthesia care has become the routine
approach to sedation, implementation of our policy on
April 1 would inconvenience our members in those
markets and potentially depress cancer screening rates
in the short term,” says Troyen A. Brennan, MD,
Aetna’s chief medical officer, in a statement.

Aetna stressed in its announcement that it has always
covered moderate sedation for routine colonoscopies
and endoscopies, and that the new policy would not
have eliminated coverage for sedation, but rather
monitored anesthesia care in “routine” cases. The
company says that its member data “confirms there
is no relationship between improved screening rates
and the use of monitored anesthesia care.”

The policy delay was lauded by GI professional groups.

“We believe that physicians and patients should deter-
mine the best place, method or procedure to be used
in a particular situation,” says the American College of
Gastroenterology in a statement. “Aetna’s decision not
to interfere with physician/patient decision-making
regarding appropriate sedation practices for
colonoscopy is important for our members and their
patients because it preserves the ability of physicians
and their patients to make an assessment of the prop-
er method of delivering patient care on a case-by-case

GI Catches a Break: Aetna Delays Controversial Sedation Policy
By Rob Kurtz and Stephanie Wasek

basis without interference by the insurance company.
We applaud all parties who voiced their concerns
about Aetna’s decision and applaud Aetna’s recogni-
tion of the need to withdraw this misguided policy.”

The AGA echoed those sentiments.

“Aetna has engaged in an exchange of information
and viewpoints with our society regarding the possi-
ble public health impact of this policy,” says Joel V.
Brill, MD, AGAF, chair of the AGA Institute practice
management and economic committee. “We are ded-
icated to working with all stakeholders involved to
provide clear recommendations to physicians,
patients, purchasers and payers regarding the appro-
priate use of sedation for endoscopic procedures.” 

Contact Rob at rob@beckersasc.com.

ON THE WEB
• Aetna announcement

http://www.aetna.com/news/2008/
0227.htm

• American Gastroenterological Association 
statement
http://www.gastro.org/wmspage.cfm?
parm1=4981

• AGA letter to Aetna
http://www.gastro.org/wmspage.cfm?
parm1=4831
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